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Abstract
Inspired by key experimental and analytical results regarding Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs),
we propose a modelling framework to explore the interplay between martensitic phase trans-
formations and plastic slip in polycrystalline materials, with an eye towards computational
efficiency. The resulting framework uses a convexified potential for the internal energy
density to capture the stored energy associated with transformation at the meso-scale, and
introduces kinetic potentials to govern the evolution of transformation and plastic slip.
The framework is novel in the way it treats plasticity on par with transformation.
We implement the framework in the setting of anti-plane shear, using a staggered im-
plicit/explict update: we first use a Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) solver based on an
Augmented Lagrangian formulation to implicitly solve for the full-field displacements of a
simulated polycrystal, then explicitly update the volume fraction of martensite and plastic
slip using their respective stick-slip type kinetic laws. We observe that, even in this sim-
ple setting with an idealized material comprising four martensitic variants and four slip
systems, the model recovers a rich variety of SMA type behaviors. We use this model
to gain insight into the isothermal behavior of stress-stabilized martensite, looking at the
viii
effects of the relative plastic yield strength, the memory of deformation history under
non-proportional loading, and several others.
We extend the framework to the generalized 3-D setting, for which the convexified po-
tential is a lower bound on the actual internal energy, and show that the fully implicit
discrete time formulation of the framework is governed by a variational principle for me-
chanical equilibrium. We further propose an extension of the method to finite deformations
via an exponential mapping. We implement the generalized framework using an existing
Optimal Transport Mesh-free (OTM) solver. We then model the α–γ and α–ε transfor-
mations in pure iron, with an initial attempt in the latter to account for twinning in the
parent phase. We demonstrate the scalability of the framework to large scale computing
by simulating Taylor impact experiments, observing nearly linear (ideal) speed-up through
256 MPI tasks. Finally, we present preliminary results of a simulated Split-Hopkinson
Pressure Bar (SHPB) experiment using the α–ε model.
ix
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
The mechanical behavior of materials is often the result of complex interactions between
multiple microscopic deformation mechanisms. Two such mechanisms, present in a variety
of polycrystalline materials, are martensitic phase transformation and plastic slip. In this
thesis, we examine the behavior of solids where both these mechanisms are present and
interact with each other. We do so in the two contexts: in Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs),
and in iron under shock loading.
Shape-memory alloys display a number of interesting properties like the shape-memory
effect and superelasticity. Shape-memory effect is the ability of the material to recover, on
heating, deformation suffered below a critical temperature. Superelasticity is the ability of
the material to recover strains beyond their apparent elastic limit. This is illustrated in the
typical stress strain response shown as the solid curve in Figure 1.1. Superelasticity has
proven to be extremely useful in a number of applications including implantable medical
devices, dental archwires, cell phone antennas and reading glasses. Nickel-Titanium or
2Figure 1.1: Typical stress strain response of a superelastc material. The superelastic
response is shown in the solid curve. If the material is strained beyond a certain limit, one
has incomplete memory as shown in the dashed curve
Nitinol has emerged as the material of choice, though a number of SMAs are known.
We refer the reader to Otsuka and Wayman [67] and Yamauchi et al. [95] for a detailed
overview.
The superelastic phenomenon has its limits, however. If the material is deformed be-
yond a certain point, it is unable to recover fully. Further, repeated loading can change the
superelastic stress-strain curve. These can significantly affect applications and motivates
the work in this thesis. Briefly, the shape-memory effect and superelasticity are manifes-
tations of a martensitic phase transformation, while the loss of memory or superelasticity
are manifestations of plasticity. Thus SMAs provide an important and useful context in
understanding the interaction between these two phenomena.
3Figure 1.2: Response of pure iron at various strain rates. (From [76]. Reprinted with
permission of the author.)
Iron and its alloys are also capable of martensitic phase transformations. In fact,
much of the terminology used in this describing these phase transformations arise from
the various phases of iron and steel. Interestingly the martensitic phase transformation
in iron is almost always accompanied by plasticity. This interplay between plasticity and
phase transformation has been exploited in various ways in tailoring the properties of steel
including the recent work on TrIP steels [22, 96].
We focus in this thesis on another aspect of this interaction in iron. Figure 1.2 shows
the experimental observations of [76] dynamic mechanical response of iron. These results
were obtained in a split-Hopkinson bar using a shear-compression specimen. Note that the
yield strength as well as hardening behavior depends sensitively on the rate of deformation.
Further, it is believed that this behavior is related to the interplay between plasticity and
phase transformation.
41.1 Deformation mechanisms and effects
1.1.1 Martensitic phase transformations
Martensitic phase transformation is the distortion of a crystal lattice such that all of the
constituent atoms cooperatively displace, with no change in long-range atomic order — a
so-called diffusionless, first-order, solid-solid phase transformation from a high-symmetry,
(usually) high-temperature austenite phase to a low-symmetry, (usually) low-temperature
martensite phase. The austenite is shown schematically as the red square lattice while the
martensite is shown schematically as the blue sheared lattice in Figure 1.3(a). Notice that
the loss of symmetry gives rise to multiple symmetry-related variants of martensite. Figure
1.3(b) shows the energy landscape resulting from such a phase transformation. Note that
the energy is not convex, and this gives rise to fine scale microstructure and interesting
behavior including superelasticity.
1.1.2 Plastic slip
Plastic slip occurs when one part of the crystal slides over another taking advantage of
the periodic nature of crystals. Since the barrier for this sliding is very high, slip occurs
through the motion of dislocations. Typically slip is restricted to a few (symmetry-related)
slip systems consisting of a slip plane and a slip direction, and slip generally occurs when
the local stress projected to the system exceeds some critical value. Since the crystal
reconstructs after slip, slip is not recoverable. There is a very well-developed microscopic
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Figure 1.3: (a) Martensitic phase transformations. (b) Evolution of a non-convex energy
potential as function of temperature (adapted from [27].) (c) Resulting stress-strain re-
sponse of a single crystal associated with stress-stabilized martensite (from red or green
curves in (b)).
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of the shape memory effect. At high termperature, the material
is in the highly symmetric austenite phase (red). Upon cooling, mixtures of martensite
(blue and cyan) form such that shape of the specimen, on average, remains undeformed.
During loading cycles, the martensite variants reapportion themselves, leading to residual
deformations after unloading. Upon reheating, all variants of martensite revert back to the
same parent phase, recovering the apparent permanent deformations.
and macroscopic theory of plasticity. We refer the reader to [35, 70, 54, 62] for details.
1.1.3 Shape memory and superelasticity
The shape-memory effect and superelasticity are a manifestation of a martensitic phase
transformation as illustrated in Figures 1.4 and 1.5. Superelasticity, also called pseudoe-
lasticity, is observed when a material is above the transformation temperature and the
martensite is “stress-induced” from the normally stable austenite. The transformation
manifests itself in a yield-like behavior on the application of sufficient stress, and the re-
covery is the result of the reverse transformation. Often, the recovery is not perfect and
there is some residual strain left after a deformation and recovery cycle. In fact, this hap-
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of superleasticity. At high temperatures, loading of the austenite
phase can generate stress-stabilized martensite, which reduces the energy required to acco-
modate an applied deformation. The material returns to the austensite during unloading.
pens in every material if the deformation passes some limit. Further, the behavior of the
material, and specifically the stress-strain curve, changes with cycling. At temperatures
sufficiently above the transition temperature, the incomplete recovery and the evolution of
the stress-strain behavior can be attributed to true plastic deformation in the material.
1.2 Literature review
Models of martensitic phase transformations are largely formulated at three length scales:
micro-scale models, macro-scale models, and so-called meso-scale (or “micro-macro”) mod-
els, which bridge the length scale between the previous two.
Micro-scale models, such as those pioneered by [9] and [3], usually have a strong founda-
tion in the formal crystallographic theory of martensite (cf. [11]). Such models resolve the
8exact (sharp) interfaces between austenite and martensite variants, and have provided in-
sight into phenomena such as nucleation, phase boundary propagation, and fine-scale twin-
ning. Because of their computational complexity, however, micro-scale models are usually
impractical for directly modelling macroscopic structures; the fine microstructures gener-
ated by slip (e.g. dislocation structures) and phase transformation become prohibitively
expensive to compute.
Macro-scale models are typically phenomenological in nature, employing only macro-
scopic quantities as state variables. A somewhat exceptional case is that of [37], in which
information about the microstructure is incorporated using the texture of the polycrystal
as an evolving constraint on the macroscopically recoverable transformation strain. More
traditional macro-scale models were developed to capture the 1-D mechanical response of
SMAs, then generalized to 3-D ([71]; [86], [7], [8]; [18], [46], [68]). Some early models were
shown to have difficulty capturing the response to nonproportional loading observed exper-
imentally in [84], though advances have been made. In most of these models, an additive
decomposition of the linearized strain into elastic and inelastic components is assumed,
which is generalized to a multiplicative (Lee-Kroner) decomposition of the deformation
gradient for finite kinematics in 3-D; a further additive decomposition of the inelastic
strain rate tensor into transformation and reorientation parts is used in both the linearized
and finite kinematics, which has been shown to successfully capture experimentally ob-
served behavior. In general, these types of macro-scale models are the most amenable for
commercial applications, such as FEM modelling of devices and structures.
9Perhaps more interesting are the investigations of SMA polycrystals at the grain-level,
which are usually conducted using meso-scale models. Several early approaches focused
on phase-field models with prescribed phenomenological laws for the free energy (e.g. [5]).
Those of [49] and [48] employed polynomial expressions for the Ginzburg-Landau free en-
ergy, resulting in stress-strain relations which included a strain-softening regime; a similar
(non-convex) Landau theory was developed in [4] around the same time, and was likewise
used to study domain morphology in different temperature regimes. The detailed review
by [40] analyzed two main types of polycrystal models: self-consistent type averaging of
micromechanical models (so-called mean-field theories), and internal-variable phenomeno-
logical models. (Part I of that review, [69], also gives a very thorough description of the
behavior and modelling of single-crystal SMAs.) The later are typically grounded in the
formalism of [72], and largely based on plasticity-like formulations. A comparison of several
such mesco-scale models (as well as some micro- and macro-scale models) to experimental
results is given in [51].
It bears mentioning that many of the energy minimizing methods developed for early
micro-scale models of SMAs, such as multi-well mixing ([9], [31]), have provided crucial
insight in how to best account for micro-scale effects at larger length scales. In particular,
since the quasi-convex minimization problem that arises from the micro-scale setting is
difficult to compute for any general case, rigorous upper- and lower-bounds on the actual
energies have been developed (e.g. [85]). These can be used as substitutes for the actual
minimized energy, resulting in so-called relaxed potentials that can then be employed in
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meso- and macro-scale models.
A rigorous mathematical treatment of the influence of texture on the recoverable strains
associated with the shape-memory effect in polycrystals (e.g. [14, 15, 82]) has also been
conducted using formal homogenization theory. Comparison of numerical investigations of
the recoverable strains to analytical bounds have proven insightful for studying the relation
between single-crystalline and polycrystalline shape-memory behavior; such investigations
may also be employed when non-linear homogenization problems become intractable an-
alytically. In particular, we note the study of [89], as the FFT-based numerical method
therein will be used as a starting point for the present study.
In [34], it was found that, for a particular setting with linearized kinematics, the upper-
bound given by a (Rank-1 convex) laminate model and the lower-bound given by simple
convexification were surprisingly tight; the authors further noted that the actual solution
might lie closer to the simple convex model than previously imagined. The convex model
is analogous to a uniform stress assumption (Sachs bound) on the behavior of a mixture of
martensite variants, and the Sachs bound was reported by [64] and [51] to agree reasonably
well with experimental observations. A rationale for this result was given in [16], which
explored the convex model in the anti-plane shear setting (for which it is exact, rather than
merely a lower bound); this work serves to justify our use of convexified potentials in the
chapters that follow.
While an emerging study of modelling martensite in polycrystalline SMAs continues to
develop, the computational modelling of crystalline plasticity is much more firmly estab-
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lished (e.g. [83], chapter 9). The recent review by [78] describes the historical overview of
the approach employed by most modern continuum-based computational crystal plasticity
codes. Briefly, the kinematics of plasticity in single crystals are described by a multiplica-
tive decomposition of the deformation gradient into elastic and plastic components; the
time rate of change of the plastic component is assumed to be described, to first-order
accuracy, by a summation of the contributions from the slip on each active system in the
crystal. The evolution of slip on a system is governed by a prescribed kinetic relation,
assumed to depend on a resolved (usually shear) stress on each system, relative to some
critical value; hardening effects are incorporated by further introducing a phenomenological
evolution equation for the critical value of the resolved stress.
The reviewers in [78] also make note of the similarity between the now classic ap-
proach to crystal plasticity and the emerging internal variable phenomenological models
for martensite. The reviewers remark that, in the context of internal variable models, the
finite element method is merely a variational solver for the underlying constitutive equa-
tions (and constraints), and that the addition of competing crystallographic deformation
mechanisms (e.g. martensite formation) requires the formulation of local homogenization
rules. The review goes on to describe the numerical simulations by [92] of a TrIP steel,
in which a single grain of FCC austenite is embedded in a matrix of BCC ferrite, and the
elastoplastic transformation process in the austenitic region is computed according to a
prescribed plasticity-type model.
The modelling of TrIP steels in general poses an intriguing motivation to investigate
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the competition between plasticity and martensitic phase transformation. The most widely
used models, such as those in [45] and [44], have proven to be reasonably successful at
estimating the macroscopic response during creep tests, despite gross assumptions in the
micromechanical underpinnings (cf. [90]); the model of [57] is in a similar vein. More recent
atomistic simulations of nanowires have demonstrated good agreement with nano-scale
experimental observations, but are impractical for modelling macro- or even meso-scale
structures. It seems there is room for understanding the combined effects of plasticity and
martensitic phase transformation between large and small length-scales to help formulate
more accurate models for the polycrystalline behavior of these materials.
In general, large body of experimental work exists for the study of the evolution and
recoverability of strains in phase transforming materials (cf. e.g. [19, 88, 55, 38], and ref-
erences therein). We shall call attention to specific experimental observations and make
comparisons to our own results in the chapters that follow.
1.3 Chapter summary
Both transformation and plasticity have origins at the atomistic/crystallographic level —
transformation occurs with a given transformation strain along habit planes, and plasticity
occurs with given slip systems. Individually, their behavior across several length-scales has
been well studied, and successful, physics-based constitutive models exist for crystalline
materials exhibiting either of these two phenomena. When transformation and slip are
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both active in a material, however, their interaction can be quite complex, especially in
polycrystals where the grains are unaligned.
To account for this, we take a three-step approach in formulating our framework:
1. A meso-scale description is developed for the single-crystal response, based on energy
relaxation methods described in [16].
2. Crystallographic and thermodynamic data are incorporated into the model in the
form of grain orientation, strain of transformation, latent heat of transformation, slip
systems, and standard thermo-elastic material properties.
3. The macroscopic response of a polycrystalline Representative Volume Element (RVE),
whose grains obey the meso-scale description, is computed numerically.
We begin our development by reviewing the kinematics of martensitic phase transfor-
mation and plastic slip in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, we develop a model for transformation and plasticity at the sub-granular
level in the context of isothermal anti-plane shear, where the domain is two-dimensional
and the deformation is a scalar. We use a meso-scale description for the transformation
where we do not resolve the details of the martensitic microstructure but deal only with
volume fractions of the different variants of martensite and that of the austenite (as in
multivariant models [29]). We treat slip with crystal plasticity. This meso-scale treatment
puts the two phenomena — transformation and plasticity — on par with each other.
Further, it allows us to include crystallographic information while being computationally
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inexpensive. Similar to [89], we adapt the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based method of
Michel et al. [59] to compute the response of the polycrystal.
We analyze the results of the anti-plane shear implementation in Chapter 4. We gen-
erate specimens with random microstructures, and subject them to various single- and
multi-axial loading schemes. We also vary the relative ease (critical stress) of transforma-
tion and plasticity. We make various observations and compare them with experimental
observations. The simplicity of the setting allows us to probe deeply into essential aspects
with limited complications of extraneous issues. At the same time, the issues we study are
generic and our results and insights carry forward to three dimensions.
In Chapter 5, we generalize the model to a 3-D setting with linearized kinematics, and
demonstrate that for a fully implicit numerical scheme, the discrete time formulation of the
framework is governed by a variational principle. We also propose an extension to finite
kinematics.
In Chapter 6, we demonstrate a parallelized implementation of the generalized frame-
work to model the α–γ and α–ε phase transitions in iron. We simulate a Taylor bar impact
experiment, and demonstrate the computational scalability of the framework. We also
propose a method to incorporate deformation twinning in the parent phase of the α–ε
transformation, and show preliminary results from a simulated Split Hopkinson Pressure
Bar (SHPB).
We summarize our work in Chapter 7, highlighting some key insights afforded by the
modelling, and describe ongoing and future work.
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Lastly, it should be noted that Chapters 3 & 4 are a slightly expanded version of [74],
and most passages have been lifted verbatim from this work. Chapters 5 & 6 will become
the basis for a future publication [75].
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Continuum kinematics
For completeness, and to establish our notation, we review the basic kinematics of a con-
tinuum. For a more thorough description, the reader is referred to various text books,
including [21, 33, 87]. We consider a body Ω∗ to be a collection of material points. For
some reference configuration Ω0, each point in the body can be located in space by its
position vector X, relative to some origin O. At some time t, the body is assumed to
have evolved (i.e. deformed and displaced) to the current configuration Ω, wherein each
material point may now be located by the current position vector x, given by the mapping
x = χ(X, t). We use the standard abuse of notation and simply refer to x(X, t) instead of
χ, and assume all quantities hereafter are functions of (X, t) unless explicitly stated other-
wise. The displacement field, then, is given by u = X−x. The deformation gradient is the
first derivative of the position vector, F = ∂x∂X = ∇x, where ∇ = ∂∂X . The displacement
gradient H = ∇u is related to the deformation gradient by H = ∂u∂X = ∂(x−X)∂X = F− I.
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For coherent deformations (no cracks, etc.), χ is invertible. We also assume that J =
det(F) > 0. Further, F has a polar decomposition F = RU = VR, where R ∈ SO(3)
is a proper orthogonal tensor (i.e. R−1 = RT and det(R) = 1) describing the rotation
of the local material point, and unique V and U are positive definite symmetric matrices
describing the stretch.
For future use, we define the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor as C = FTF = U2,
and the Seth-Hill family of generalized strain measures f(m) (for integer order m) s.t.,
E(m) = f(m)(C) (2.1)
=

1
m(C
m
2 − I), m 6= 0
1
2 ln(C), m = 0
. (2.2)
For m = 2, we recover the Green-Lagrange strain E(2) = 12(C− I); for m = −2, we recover
the Almansi strain E(−2)(x, t) = 12(I − b), where b(x, t) = C−1(x, t) = F−1F−T ; and for
m = 1, we recover the Biot strain E(1) = (U − I). The m = 0 case, sometimes called the
Hencky strain E(0) = 12 ln(C), has some special properties discussed in Chapter 5.
We note that the Green-Lagrange strain is a nonlinear measure of the displacement
gradient; by substitution, E(2) = 12(C− I) = 12(FTF− I) = 12
(
(∇u+ I)T (∇u+ I)− I) =
1
2
(
(∇u)T +∇u+ (∇u)T∇u), where we see the nonlinear term (∇u)T∇u. If we linearize
this expression, or indeed any of the strain measures, we get ε = 12
(
(∇u)T +∇u), which
is a justifiable approximation to the strain when ∇u is small (s.t. (∇u)T∇u is vanishingly
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small).
We further note that under a pure rigid body rotation, U = V = I and F = R. We
expect no strain associated with this “deformation,” and indeed, for each of the nonlinear
strain measures, we see C = FTF = RTR = I, leading to E(m) = 1m(I
m
2 − I) = 0 (and
E(0) = 12 ln(I) = 0 for the m = 0 case). However, for the linearized strain, ε =
1
2(R
T+R)−I
does not vanish. We see then that the linearized strain measure fails to properly distinguish
rotations from strains. Additional troubles with partitioning of rotations will be discussed
in Chapter 5.
Finally we look at the time derivative of F,
F˙ =
∂F
∂t
=
∂
∂t
(
∂x
∂X
)
=
∂
∂X
(
∂x
∂t
)
(2.3)
Defining the velocity V(X, t) = ∂x(X,t)∂X = v (x(X, t), t) (and acknowledging that we have
reused/redefined the variable V), we have
F˙ =
∂
∂X
(V(X, t))
=
∂
∂x
(v(x, t)) · ∂x
∂X
= L · F (2.4)
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where L(x, t) is the spatial velocity gradient. The symmetric portion of the velocity gra-
dient is called the rate of deformation tensor, D(x, t) = 12(L + L
T ); the antisymmetric
portion is called the spin tensor, W(x, t) = 12(L− LT ).
2.2 Crystallography of martensite
We review the crystallographic theory of martensitic phase transformation, specifically, the
mathematical description of the associated lattice distortions. We refer to [11] for further
details. We assume that, at some (usually) high temperature, the atomic arrangement of
a material adopts a high symmetry lattice configuration which we call the austenite phase.
At some (usually) lower temperature, this configuration becomes unstable, as the material
can reduce its overall energy by adopting a lower symmetry lattice configuration, which
we call martensite. We consider only cases where this change in structure is essentially
diffusionless.
In general, the atomic skeletal lattice of a single crystal may be described as a Bravais
lattice, with basis vectors {e1, e2, e3}. We begin by assuming that a single-crystal starts
in a uniform (single-domain) austenite phase, such that these basis vectors describe the
high symmetry lattice. We introduce a second set of basis vectors, {f1, f2, f3} to describe
the lattice of a single domain of martensite. Since the martensitic phase transformation is
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Figure 2.1: Variants of martensite in a cubic to tetragonal transformation. (From [11].
Reprinted with permission from author.)
diffusionless, these basis vectors are related by a linear mapping,
fk = Fek. (2.5)
The polar decomposition of F gives a unique, positive definite matrix U known as the Bain
matrix.
The symmetry of the parent phase implies the existence of a set of rotations Ri that
map the austenite lattice back onto itself (i.e. the point-group of the austenite, Pa). This
leads to a set of symmetry related variants of martensite (see Figure 2.1),
Ui = RTi URi, ∀ Ri ∈ Pa (2.6)
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We note that those Ri which also belong to the point group of the martensite Pm do not
each produce a new variant of martensite (i.e. some variants might be defined redundantly
due to symmetries of the martensite phase). In general, the number of unique martensitic
variants is given by PaPm , the ratio of the number of unique members (i.e. the cardinality)
of the austenite and martensite point groups, respectively.
Even though the lattice vectors give an atomistic description, we invoke the Cauchy-
Born hypothesis and assume that these vectors behave like material filaments, which deform
according to the (continuum theory) deformation gradient F.
The principle of material frame indifference for the Helmholtz free energy density of
the lattice states,
W (QF) = W (F), ∀ Q ∈ SO(3). (2.7)
This implies that,
W (F) = W (RU) = W (U). (2.8)
Further, material symmetry implies,
W (F) = W (FRi), ∀ Ri ∈ Pa. (2.9)
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Figure 2.2: Stress-free intermediate configuration associated with plasticity.
This implies that,
W (Ui) = W (RTi URi), ∀Ri ∈ Pa. (2.10)
From Eq. (2.10) we conclude that the energy associated with each variant of martensite
must be equal, and from Eq. (2.8), we conclude that each variant is a well in the energy
landscape.
Since each Ui is symmetric positive-definite, the linearized transformation strain εti
associated with each variant is given simply by εti = Ui − I.
2.3 Crystal plasticity
We now look at the description of an elastic-plastic single crystal. We refer the reader to
[54, 62] for further details. Given some deformed configuration Ω associated with F relative
to Ω0, we postulate stress-free configuration Ωp associated with Fp. We define the relative
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displacement as Fe = FF−1p so that Fp = F−1e F. We postulate that the deformation is
elastic. This multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient is known as the
Lee-Kroner decomposition.
From the chain rule and (2.4),
F˙ = F˙eFp + FeF˙p. (2.11)
Consequently,
L = (F˙eFp + FeF˙p)F−1p F
−1
e
= F˙eF−1e + Fe(F˙pFp)F
−1
e
= Le + Fe(Lp)F−1e (2.12)
where L is the spatial velocity gradient in the current configuration relative to the reference
configuration, Le is velocity gradient in the current configuration relative to the plastic
configuration, and Lp is the spatial velocity gradient in the plastic configuration relative
to the reference configuration. For deformations due to simple dislocation slip (and where
the first-order approximation of Fp is reasonable), the plastic velocity gradient is the sum
of the shearing rate on each active slip system [73], so,
Lp =
M∑
α
γ˙α(sα ⊗mα) (2.13)
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where γ˙α is the scalar shearing rate associated with the α slip system, sα is a unit vector
in the direction of the slip, and mα is the unit normal to the plane of the slip, and M is
the number of slip systems. Above, sα and mα are defined in the reference configuration,
and sα ·mα = 0, so that the slip is a pure shear.
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Chapter 3
Antiplane Shear Model
3.1 Kinematics
We turn our attention to setting of antiplane shear. We envision a state of strain generated
by out-of-plane displacements, i.e.,
u =

0
0
u3
 , u3 = u3(X1, X2) (3.1)
We see that the displacement gradient has only two nonzero components,
∇u =

0 0 ∂u3∂X1
0 0 ∂u3∂X2
0 0 0
 (3.2)
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Recognizing that the entire state of deformation depends solely on the scalar function
u3(X1, X2), we define a reduced strain vector,
ε = ∇u3 =
ε1
ε2
 (3.3)
where ε1 = ∂u3/∂X1 = 2ε31, and ε2 = ∂u3/∂X2 = 2ε32. We drop the reference subscript
S3 in the rest of Chapters 3 & 4, and write u = u3(X1X2). The stress in this setting has
at most two independent components, and we define the analogous stress vector,
σ =
σ1
σ2
 (3.4)
where σ1 = σ31, and σ2 = σ32.
In this special setting, we see that the deformation gradient F is commutative. Let
εa = εa1eˆ1 + ε
a
2eˆ2 and ε
b = εb1eˆ1 + ε
b
2eˆ2, such that for two anti-plane shear deformation
gradients Fa and Fb,
Fa = I+ εa ⊗ eˆ3 (3.5)
Fb = I+ εb ⊗ eˆ3 (3.6)
FaFb = I+ (εa + εb)⊗ eˆ3 (3.7)
since εa · eˆ3 = εb · eˆ3 = 0. From Eqns. (2.1) and (3.7), this leads to a truly additive
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decomposition of Green-Lagrange strain measure.
For an elastic-plastic material which undergoes martensitic phase transformation, we
assume that the strain can be linearly decomposed into three components,
ε = εe + εt + εp (3.8)
where εe is the elastic strain, εt is the transformation strain and εp is the plastic strain.
At the length-scale of interest, the transformation strain is itself the average over com-
plex microstructures. Therefore, we assume that it can be further decomposed as
εt =
N∑
i=1
λiε
t
i (3.9)
where λi and εti are the volume fraction and stress-free strain of the ith (correspondence)
variant of martensite respectively. λ0 is the volume fraction of austenite and we take the
stress-free strain of the austenite to be zero by choice of reference configuration. The
volume fractions satisfy the constraint
λi ∈ [0, 1],
N∑
i=1
λi ≤ 1, λ0 = 1−
N∑
i=1
λi . (3.10)
Similarly, the plastic strain εp may be decomposed to be the sum of the contribution
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from each of the M slip systems,
εp =
M∑
α=1
γαε
p
α (3.11)
where εpα is the strain (direction) associated with the αth slip system.
We regard the volume fractions λi and the slip activities γα to be internal variables.
3.2 Balance laws
We assume the usual balance laws of continuum mechanics. The balance of linear momen-
tum states
∇ · σ + b = 0 (3.12)
where σ denotes the stress and b the body force, and we neglect inertia. The balance of
angular momentum is automatic in antiplane shear. The balance of energy states
˙ = σ · ε˙−∇ · q + r (3.13)
where  is the internal energy per unit volume, q is the heat flux and r is the radiative heat-
ing. The second-law of thermodynamics is formulated as the Claussius-Duhem inequality,
D˙ := σ · ε˙− ˙+ θη˙ − ∇θ
θ
· q ≥ 0, (3.14)
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where D˙ is the rate of dissipation per unit volume, η is the entropy density, and θ is the
absolute temperature. Introducing the Helmholtz free energy density W = − ηθ, we may
rewrite the Claussius-Duhem inequality as
D˙ = σ · ε˙− W˙ − ηθ˙ − ∇θ
θ
· q ≥ 0 (3.15)
3.3 Constitutive framework
We assume that the free energy density, stress and entropy are functions of the strain, the
volume fractions, slip activities, temperature as well as the material point:
W = W (ε, λi, γα, θ, x), σ = σ(ε, λi, γα, θ, x), η = η(ε, λi, γα, θ, x) . (3.16)
Substituting these in (3.15), we conclude
D˙ = σ · ε˙− ∂W
∂ε
· ε˙−
N∑
i=0
∂W
∂λi
λ˙i −
M∑
α=1
∂W
∂γα
γ˙α − ∂W
∂θ
θ˙ − ηθ˙ − ∇θ
θ
· q˙ (3.17)
Arguing as in Coleman and Noll [23], we conclude
σ =
∂W
∂ε
, (3.18)
η = −∂W
∂θ
. (3.19)
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Further, following Rice [73] and Abeyaratne and Knowles [2], we identify the thermody-
namic driving forces for the kinetic or internal variables,
dλi = −
∂W
∂λi
, (3.20)
dγα = −
∂W
∂γα
(3.21)
and postulate that they evolve according to kinetic relations
λ˙i = fi
(
dλi
)
, (3.22)
γ˙α = gα (dγα) . (3.23)
The functions fi, gα satisfy the relations
fi
(
dλi
)
dλi ≥ 0, gα (dγα) dγα ≥ 0 (3.24)
consistent with the Claussius-Duhem inequality. Finally we assume Fourier’s law of heat
conduction or
q = −K∇θ (3.25)
for positive definite K.
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3.4 Isothermal setting and constitutive law
The considerations above provide us the governing equations. Given initial conditions,
we solve for the evolution of the displacement field, the transformation strains at each
position, the plastic activity at each point and the temperature field over a period of time
by simultaneously solving the equilibrium equation (3.12), the evolution equations (3.22,
3.23) and the energy balance (3.13).
We now specialize to the isothermal setting in the absence of body forces. The governing
equations now are the equilibrium equation (3.12), and the evolution equations (3.22, 3.23).
In the rest of the Chapters 3 & 4, we work at a fixed temperature with the specific free
energy of the form
W =
1
2
(
ε− εt − εp) · C · (ε− εt − εp)+ w N∑
i=1
λi (3.26)
where w is the chemical free energy, C is the elastic modulus assumed to be equal in both
phases, and εt and εp are given by (3.9) and (3.11) respectively. In a heterogenous material
as we are considering here, C, εti and ε
p
α depend on position x. Substituting into (3.27),
(3.20), (3.21), the stress and driving forces associated with the chosen constitutive law
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become
σ = C · (ε− εt − εp) , (3.27)
dλi = σ · εti − w, (3.28)
dγα = σ · εpα. (3.29)
We assume the kinetic relations
λ˙i =

ht(dλi − dc) dλi ≥ dc, λi ≥ 0,
∑N
i=1 λi ≤ 1,
0 else,
ht(dλi + dc) d
λ
i ≤ −dc, λi ≥ 0,
∑N
i=1 λi ≤ 1
, (3.30)
γ˙α =

hp(d
γ
α − τc) dγα ≥ τc,
0 else,
hp(d
γ
α + τc) d
γ
α ≤ −τc
(3.31)
where dc is the critical driving force for transformation, 1ht is the transformation rate sen-
sitivity coefficient (viscosity-like parameter), τc is the critical resolved stress for plasticity,
1
hp
is the plastic rate sensitivity coefficient (viscosity-like parameter).
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3.5 Staggered update and FFT Solver
We use a staggered implicit-explicit time discretization to obtain
∇ · σ (εn+1, {λni } , {γnα}) = 0, (3.32)
λn+1i − λni
∆t
= fi
(
dλi
(
εn+1, {λni } , {γnα}
))
, (3.33)
γn+1α − γnα
∆t
= gα
(
dγα
(
εn+1, {λni } , {γnα}
))
, (3.34)
which are solved successively. With the staggered update, we see that in Eq. (3.32), we are
solving for mechanical equilibrium of an elastic medium with fixed eigenstrains εt and εp
(determined by {λni } , {γnα}). This can be solved efficiently with an iterative Fast Fourier
Transform solver following [41, 89].
Recalling (3.27), we rewrite (3.32) as
∇ · s = 0 (3.35)
where

s = C(·∇u− εt − εp)
u = E · x+ v, with v# (periodic)
〈∇u〉 = E
(3.36)
where we have decomposed∇u = E+∇v into its spatial average E = 〈∇u〉 and a mean-free
periodic field ∇v (〈∇v〉 = 0 by periodicity). (This decomposition will be necessary since
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the non-trivial solution for the Laplacian operator under periodic boundary conditions is
only unique up to a constant, i.e. the mean strain.) We introduce a uniform stiffness
matrix C0, and for simplicity, choose C0 to be the scaled idenity matrix C0 = µ0I. (So
long as it is uniform in space, the choice of C0 does not affect the final solution, but will
affect the rate of convergence of the method). We then have
∇ · (C · (E +∇v − εt − εp)) = 0,
⇐⇒ ∇ · (C · ∇v) = −∇ · (C · (E − εt − εp)) ,
⇐⇒ ∇ · ((C − C0) · ∇v + C0 · ∇v) = −∇ · (C · (E − εt − εp)) ,
⇐⇒ ∇ · (C0 · ∇v) = −∇ · ((C0 − C) · ∇v + C · (E − εt − εp)) (3.37)
We see that the last equation is the basis for a recursive alogrithm, which can be solved
efficiently in the Fourier domain. Assuming an initial guess vold, we solve for v. Letting
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f =
(
C0 − C) · ∇vold + C · (E − εt − εp), then,
∇ · (C0 · ∇v) = −∇ · ((C0 − C) · ∇vold + C · [E − εt − εp]) ,
⇐⇒ ∇ · (C0 · ∇v) = −∇ · f, (3.38)
⇐⇒ FFT (∇ · (C0 · ∇v)) = FFT (−∇ · f) , (3.39)
⇐⇒ (−ik) · C0 · (−ik)vˆ = −(−ik) · fˆ ,
⇐⇒ ik · C0 · ikvˆ = ik · fˆ ,
⇐⇒ k · C0 · kvˆ = −ik · fˆ , (3.40)
⇐⇒ vˆ = −i (k · C0 · k)−1 k · fˆ ,
⇐⇒ (−ik)vˆ = (−ik)⊗ (−i) (k · C0 · k)−1 k · fˆ , (3.41)
⇐⇒ (−ik)vˆ = −k ⊗ (k · C0 · k)−1 k · fˆ , (3.42)
⇐⇒ (−ik)vˆ = − k ⊗ k
µ0 |k|2 · fˆ , k 6= 0, (3.43)
⇐⇒ (−ik)vˆ = −Γˆ0 · fˆ , (3.44)
⇐⇒ IFFT ((−ik)vˆ) = IFFT
(
−Γˆ0 · fˆ
)
, (3.45)
⇐⇒ ∇v = −Γ0 ∗ f (3.46)
where i =
√−1 and k is the frequency vector associated with the Fourier transform x→ k,
i.e. f (x1, x2)→ fˆ (k1, k2).
We see that, in the Fourier domain, the Green’s function for the assumed uniform
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reference medium represented by C0 has a very simple form, essentially, Γˆ0 = k⊗k|k|2 . Also,
note that for k = 0, the value is undefined, but we know that the first term in the Fourier
expansion corresponds precisely to the mean value, so for v(x) → vˆ(k), vˆ(0) = 0. We
can now use the updated value of v to recompute f and run the loop until the desired
convergence is achieved (measured either by the change in v, or by computing the residual
divergence of the stress field in the Fourier domain). The recursive application of the
Green’s function Γ0 (which comes from C0) can be shown to be simply the Neumann
expansion (power series) of the actual Green’s function Γ (which comes from the nonuniform
C), and so the method converges to the full heterogeneous strain field. Note that this
method may suffer from ringing (i.e. Gibb’s phenomenon) near discontinuities if C is
highly discontinuous.
We use a more robust version of this FFT-based iterative solver, based on the Aug-
mented Lagrangian (AL) method of Michel et al. [59] to solve the elastic problem (3.32).
The modified algorithm conceptually consists of iteratively adjusting two strain and two
stress fields. By design, one of the strain fields is compatible and one of the stress fields is
in equilibrium, while the other strain and stress fields are related through the constitutive
relation. The iterative procedure is conceived to make the pairs of strain and stress fields
to converge to each other. At convergence, the method delivers a compatible strain field
related with an equilibrated stress field through the local constitutive equation (see also
[42] for details).
For loading step n + 1, and given the state from the previous step εn, {λni }, {γnα}, we
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solve iteratively for εn+1 with imposed macroscopic (average) strain 〈εn+1〉 = ε¯n+1:
• Initialize for k = 0: εk = εn, sk = C · (εn − εnt − εnp )
• Iterate:
1. τk+1 = sk − C0 · εk
2. τˆk+1 = FFT
(
τk+1
)
3. eˆk+1 = −Γˆ0 · τˆk+1, eˆk+1 (0) = ε¯n+1
4. ek+1 = IFFT
(
eˆk+1
)
5. εk+1 = (C + C0)
−1 · (sk + C0 · ek+1 + C · (εnt + εnp))
6. sk+1 = sk + C0 · (ek+1 − εk+1)
• Check for convergence:
∥∥sk+1 − C · (εk+1 − εnt − εnp )∥∥max
‖sk+1‖max
< tolerance,
∥∥ek+1 − εk+1∥∥
max
‖ε¯n+1‖ < tolerance
• If converged, update εn+1 = εk+1.
In the above, τ is the so-called polarization stress field, e is the auxiliary (compatible)
strain field, and s is the auxiliary (equilibrated) stress field. C0 is a solver parameter whose
value affects the rate of convergence of the algorithm, but not the final solution, and Γ0
the Green’s operator associated with C0 [89]. In the results that follow, the value of C0 is
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chosen to be the arithmetic mean of all the local stiffness matrices; the numerical tolerance
for convergence is 10× 10−6.
We then use the kinetic relations (3.33) and (3.34) to explicitly compute the new volume
fractions {λn+1i } and slip activities {γn+1α }.
3.6 Enforcement of constraints
To enforce the constraints in Eq. (3.33), we first check non-negativity on each volume
fraction individually, and correct if necessary. Given a newly computed λn+1,
λn+1i =

0, if λn+1i < 0
λn+1i , otherwise
. (3.47)
We then enforce the constraint on the total volume fraction,
λn+1i =

λn+1i , if
∑N
i=1 λ
n+1
i ≤ 1
λn+1iPN
i=1 λ
n+1
i
, otherwise
(3.48)
which is equivalent to a radial return mapping back onto the face of the hyperplane which
intercepts each axis at unity. An argument could be made for making a normal projection
back onto the constraint surface, though for small increments, the two methods differ
negligibly.
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Chapter 4
Anti-plane Shear Results
4.1 Standard specimen
We generate a polycrystal by picking 512 spatial points at random, and construct a periodic
Voronoi tesselation using the DelaunayTri function in Matlab R©. We then assign the
orientation of each grain from a uniform random distribution of polar angles. We display
most results for a specific realization, and this is shown in Figure 4.1(a). To illustrate the
details of the fields, we often display the strain fields in one quarter of the domain that is
also marked in the figure.
The energy density of material is given as
W (ε, {λi}, {γα}) = W 0(R(x)ε, {λi}, {γα}) (4.1)
with
εti(x) = R(x)ε
t,0
i , ε
p
α(x) = R(x)ε
p,0
α . (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: (a) The standard polycrystal with 512 grains, and a zoomed in region where we
display strain fields in subsequent figures. (b) The transformation surface of the standard
material, and an arbitrary plastic yield surface. The same transformation surface was used
for all of the results presented herein, but τc was varied from 141 MPa to ∞. There are
three transformation surfaces, the outer (respectively middle and inner) corresponding to
the forward (respectively thermodynamic and reverse) transformation.
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R(x) is the rotation that maps the lattice of reference grain to that of the grain at x, W 0 is
the energy density of the reference grain, εt,0i is the transformation strain of the ith variant
of the reference grain and εp,0α is the strain of the αth slip system. We consider a reference
material with four variants of martensite with transformation strains
εt,01 =
 α
β
 , εt,02 =
 −α
β
 , εt,03 =
 −α
−β
 , εt,04 =
 α
−β
 , (4.3)
and two slip systems, given by the plastic strain directions
εp,0α =
 1
0
 , εp,0α =
 0
1
 . (4.4)
The material parameters we choose are
C =
 70 0
0 77
 GPa, w = 6× 106 J/m3, (4.5)
α = 0.0141, β = 0.0424, (4.6)
dc = 0.6× 106J/m3, ht = 1.984× 10−9 MPa−1, (4.7)
τc = 424 MPa, hp = 7.14× 10−12 MPa−1 (4.8)
unless we specify otherwise. Note that we have chosen the elastic modulus to be anisotropic,
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and so the polycrystal is not elastically homogeneous.
The set of recoverable strains for a single crystal as defined in [15] as all possible strains
associated with the variants of martensite
S = {ε : |ε1| ≤ 0.0141, |ε2| ≤ 0.0424} (4.9)
is a rectangle with sides 0.04× 0.12 centered at the origin. The Taylor inner bound on the
set of recoverable uniaxial strains for an equiaxed polycrystal
T = ∩RRS = {ε : |ε| ≤ 0.0141} (4.10)
is a ball of radius 0.0141 centered at the origin.
Since w > 0, the material prefers austenite in its stress-free state. When subjected to
a uniaxial stress, the single crystal begins to transform when mini dλi = dc and this defines
a transformation yield surface
Yt = {σ : |σ| = min
i
w + dc
σˆ · εti
}. (4.11)
This is the convex dual of the set of recoverable strains [16], and is shaped like a diamond
in our case. This is shown in Figure 4.1(b) as the outer-most diamond. The inner-most
diamond is the set obtained by replacing −dc with +dc in the formula above and repre-
sents the yield set for the reverse transformation. The central diamond is the equilibrium
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transformation surface we would have if dc were zero. The Sachs inner bound on the
transformation yield surface for an equiaxed polycrystal
YtS = ∩RRYt = {σ : σ ≤ 146MPa} (4.12)
is a ball of radius 146 MPa centered at the origin.
The square in Figure 4.1(a) shows the plastic yield set
Yp = {σ : |σ1| ≤ τc, |σ2| ≤ τc}. (4.13)
for τc = 424 MPa.
All simulations are conducted at a simulated loading rate of 5× 10−5 s−1.
4.2 Uniaxial loading
4.2.1 Superelasticity
We begin by examining superelasticity with no plasticity by setting the yield strength to
infinity. We load the specimen in strain control to 4% macroscopic strain in the x-direction,
and then return in strain control to zero strain.
Figure 4.2 shows the macroscopic stress-strain curve as well as the strain field. As
loading begins, the behavior is initially elastic. However, at a stress of around 142 MPa,
we see the first evidence of transformation in a small region of an isolated grain (at a
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Figure 4.2: Superelasticity with no plasticity. (a) The overall stress-strain relation. (b)
The transformation strain field at the macroscopic initiation of transformation, at the
beginning of reorientation and at the macroscopic saturation of the transformation.
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single pixel of the calculation). Bhattacharya and Schlo¨merkemper [16] predicted that the
onset of transformation would occur in an minute region of an isolated grain when the
stress reaches the Sachs bound. However, the first appearance occurs at a value of stress
that is less that the Sachs bound of 146 MPa. The reason for this is that the elastic
modulus is heterogeneous (as opposed to the assumption in [16]) and therefore one has
stress concentrations, especially at the triple junctions between grains. It also follows that
the stress at which the first transformation occurs will depend on the numerical resolution.
This is analogous to the observation of Brenner et al. [17] in the context of plasticity.
However, the amount of transformation is very small and we do not see any consequence
in the macroscopic behavior.
We see the macroscopic initiation of transformation at a stress of around 170 MPa, and
the stress-strain curve displays an elbow. The strain field at the point marked A is shown
in the figure. Note that the transformation occurs in patches and it is largely oriented with
the load (i.e, the strain is largely in the imposed loading x-direction with little transverse
strain).
Beyond this point, the transformation progresses and the strain increases rapidly. The
strain field is shown for the point marked B in the figure. Note that the transformation
is not uniform, but proceeds in localized bands perpendicular to the loading direction
(consistent with the compatibility). Importantly, there are non-transformed grains and
we see small patches of significant transverse strain. As the transformation is resisted by
poorly oriented grains, a complex stress field develops and variants not necessarily aligned
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with the load begin to appear. In other words, the martensite begins to reorient.
The resistance to transformation, the amount of reorientation and hardening begins to
increase beyond the point B. So, by the time we reach the point C, the transformation
appears to be macroscopically saturated. However, the local strain field shows that there
are regions that are untransformed or incompletely transformed.
All of these results – initiation in local regions, progress through localized bands and
incomplete saturation – are consistent with the experimental observations of Brinson et al.
[19] and Daly et al. [26].
We now begin to unload. The unloading is initially largely elastic, and thus the in-
cremental modulus of unloading is larger than that of loading close to the point C. The
reverse transformation broadly follows the reverse sequence from that of transformation.
In other words, the last region to transform to martensite is typically the first region to
transform back to austenite and so forth. Indeed, comparing the strain fields at point D
and point B which share the same macroscopic strain shows that the strains field are very
similar, though not identical. Further, the reverse sequence means that reverse transfor-
mation begins in small isolated regions, then in increasing regions, and lastly, the final bits
of martensite transform to austenite close to zero stress. For our choice of parameters, the
entire specimen returned to austenite at zero load.
Further cycles repeat the sequence.
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Figure 4.3: The interplay between transformation and plasticity under the cycling load
protocol for a critical resolved stress of 424 MPa. (a) The stress-strain response of a
protocol where the specimen is loaded in strain-control to 4 % macroscopic strain, unloaded
in strain-control to zero stress and then reloaded in strain-control cycles between zero stress
and the value of the stress at the end of the first strain-control cycle. (b) The strain fields
corresponding to six points. In each panel, the left column displays the transformation
strain while the right column displays the plastic strain.
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4.2.2 Interplay between transformation and plasticity
We now look at the interplay between plasticity and phase-transformation for the standard
specimen. We begin with a cyclic loading protocol which is as follows. First, the standard
specimen is subjected to a strain controlled loading till 4% macroscopic strain in the x-
direction (the y-direction is constrained to have zero strain). The peak macroscopic stress
is recorded, and the polycrystal is unloaded in strain-control until the macroscopic stress
returns to zero. Subsequently, the specimen is loaded in strain-control until the peak load
from the first cycle is achieved, and then unloaded to zero stress.
Figure 4.3 shows results for a specimen with a critical resolved stress of 424 MPa. The
transformation initiates as in the case of superelasticity with the strain field at the point
marked A being similar with no plasticity. The progress of transformation is similar till we
reach the point B where reorientation and hardening start to occur. At this point, we begin
to see plastic deformation in isolated grains that are oriented poorly for transformation.
In other words, plasticity provides a bridge across non-transforming grains. Further, note
that we see plastic deformation in these grains though the macroscopic stress of about 220
MPa is significantly smaller than the critical resolved stress of 424 MPa because of the
significant heterogeneity and concentration in the stress field.
We observe hardening beyond B but note that the amount of hardening is smaller than
in superelasticity. This is for two reasons. First, plasticity provides an additional deforma-
tion mechanism. Second, plasticity continues to provide a bridge across non-transforming
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grains thereby enabling additional transformation. By the time we reach the point marked
C, we see significant plasticity. We also see transformation and plastic strain in a direction
perpendicular to the macroscopic loading indicating the complex stress field.
As we unload the specimen, reverse transformation begins. However, the regions with
significant amounts of plasticity resist the reverse transformation in the neighborhood.
Consequently, there is a residual stress field, residual martensite and residual strain in the
macroscopically unloaded specimen (point marked D).
The residual fields affect the transformation behavior on subsequent loading. One has
a very small elastic region — if at all — as the initiation of transformation is earlier
and much more spread out. Further, the transformation and plastic fields at the end of
initiation (point marked E) are quite different from the corresponding quantities in the
virgin specimen (point marked A). Further still, the plateau is lower and smaller, and the
transformation appears to saturate with significant hardening.
Subsequent cycles cause further evolution with similar but with diminishing evolution.
The material ultimately settles into a limit loop (within the resolution of the simulation)
at about 60 cycles.
These results are consistent with the experimental observations of Morin et al. [60].
Figure 10 of that work also shows similar incomplete recovery and evolution with cycling,
as well as the change of shape of the hysteresis loop.
An important feature that emerges from the cases we have studied is the significant
complexity in the strain and stress field. We probe this further in Figure 4.4 by examining
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Figure 4.4: Statistical features of transformation and plasticity for the case shown in
Figure 4.3. (a) Heat map showing the distribution of transformation volume fraction and
plastic activity as a function of grain orientation. A white pixel represents no region at
that orientation and volume fraction while blue to red pixels represent increasing regions
with that orientation and volume fraction. (b) Cumulative histogram of transformation
and plastic activity vs. the nominal driving force.
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some statistical measures. Figure 4.4(a) shows a heat map depicting the volume fraction
of martensite (all variants) and plastic activity (all slip systems) vs. the local orientation
at a computational pixel. We see a range of volume fractions and plastic activity at each
orientation. Thus, the amount of transformation and amount of plasticity can be very
different in grains that are oriented similarly, and in fact even in different parts of the
same grain. We recall that a common assumption in the application of many mean-field
theories, and in many experimental studies, is that grains of similar orientation deform
similarly, and thus microstructural evolution can be predicted using average values of the
micromechanical fields in the grains. Our results show that this assumption does not hold.
This has also been recognized in other phenomena [36, 43, 32] and led to the development
of self-consistent models that take into account field fluctuations [36, 43]. This figure also
shows the difference in state between the first and the second loading cycle (contrast A-B-C
and E-F).
Another manifestation of how different the local stress can be from the global one is
shown in Figure 4.4(b) which shows a cumulative histogram of the active systems vs. the
nominal driving force (resolved stress) computed by projecting the macroscopic load on the
local orientation. It counts the number of pixels that were active either in transformation
or plasticity during the entire loading history (up to point C) at each value of nominal
driving force. It shows that transformation and plasticity occur at various nominal driving
forces, including some where the nominal driving force is negative. Further, the peaks are
unrelated to the critical values of 0.6 MJ/m3 in transformation and 424 MPa in plasticity.
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The transformation peak is higher than the critical value since we use a rate-dependent
model, while the plasticity is below the critical value due to the fluctuation in stress field
as transformation proceeds heterogeneously across grains.
Figure 4.5 shows the analogous results for the situation where the critical resolved stress
is reduced to 283 MPa. The results are similar except the plasticity sets in earlier (and
again before the macrosopic stres reaches the critical resolved stress) and is more extensive.
We now examine the interplay between transformation and plasticity using a different
loading protocol shown in Figure 4.6. The flow stress is 424 MPa. We load the specimen in
strain control to 1%, unload to zero stress and reload in strain control until an overall strain
of 2%, and repeat for total strains of 5% and 10 %. The first cycle where we load to a total
strain of 1% is superelastic, and the specimen returns to the original austenite state with
no plastic deformation on unloading. On the second cycle, the loading path coincides with
that of the first cycle but we load to an overall strain of 2 %. As expected, we begin to see
some hardening at around 1.5%. As we unload, the reverse transformation is more diffuse
compared to the the first cycle. The specimen appears to return to the original state with
very little residual strain. However, there are small amounts of plasticity. This becomes
evident on reloading where the transformation begins a little earlier and the transformation
plateau is a little lower. The hardening is a little more so that it reaches approximately
the earlier point at a total strain of 2%. On the further loading, the material continues to
harden, at a significant rate. On unloading after 5% total strain, the reverse transformation
begins late and continues till zero load. There is a significant residual strain. On reloading,
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Figure 4.5: The interplay between transformation and plasticity under the cycling load
protocol for a critical resolved stress of 283 MPa. (a) The stress-strain response of a loading
protocol described in Figure 4.5. (b) The strain fields corresponding to six points. In each
panel, the left column displays the transformation strain while the right column displays
the plastic strain.
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Figure 4.6: The interplay between transformation and plasticity under a increasing strain
protocol for a critical resolved stress of 424 MPa. The specimen is loaded in strain control
to 1%, unloaded to zero stress and reloaded in strain control until an overall strain of 2%,
5% and 10 %. The dashed line shows the response of a virgin material strained to 10%.
the specimen transforms and hardens quickly to reach the previous level of stress at the
previous maximum imposed strain, and then continues on. Eventually, the specimen yields
plastically in a macroscopic manner. The unloading is then much quicker.
Figure 4.6 also shows the response of a virgin specimen loaded to 10% strain in an un-
interrupted manner. Note that every time we unload and reload, the macroscopic response
of the material returns to the previous maximum point, and then responds like a virgin
specimen on continued loading.
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Figure 4.7: Decomposition of strain components for various yield strengths.
4.2.3 The effect of flow stress
The interplay between transformation and plasticity depends critically on the relative stress
at which these occur. So we consider various flow stresses while keeping the transformation
strains (and thus the critical stress for transformation) constant. The critical resolved
stress ranges from 141 MPa to 707 MPa which traverses the range where the plastic yield
surface for plasticity is completely within the transformation yield surface and vice-versa
(see Figure 4.1).
We load the virgin standard specimen with a specified critical resolved stress to 10%
strain in strain control, and monitor the total strain, the macroscopic transformation strain
(i.e., the transformation averaged over all variants and all grains) and the macroscopic
plastic strain (i.e., the plastic strain averaged over all slip systems and all grains). Figure 4.7
shows the macroscopic transformation (solid lines) and macroscopic plastic (dashed lines)
strains as a function of the total strain. Aside from the case of flow stress of 141 MPa where
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Figure 4.8: The evolution of the residual strain with cycling for various values of the
critical resolved stress.
the plastic yield surface is essentially inside the transformation yield surface, the other cases
follow a universal curve. In other words, the amount of transformation and the amount of
of plastic strain is roughly independent of the critical resolved stress of plasticity. This is
true despite the fact that the stress-strain curves look vastly different. This observation
provides a key insight into the interplay between transformation and plasticity. As the
material continues to transform, intergranular constraints resist the transformation leading
to hardening (increased stress for incremental strain). The material will harden to the
extent that is necessary to create plasticity to overcome the intergranular constraints and
enable further transformation. In other words, the incompatibility of transformation is
overcome by plasticity, and the stress reaches a level that is necessary for plasticity.
The effect of flow stress on the residual strain under cyclic loading is shown in Figure
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Figure 4.9: Specimen variation.
4.8. A virgin standard specimen with a specified critical resolved stress is loaded using the
cyclic protocol described earlier (load till 4%, unload and reload to the previous maximum
stress). As expected, we see the residual strain increases with decreasing critical resolved
stress, and to increase with cycling. We also see that the residual strain evolves significantly
with cycling for low critical resolved stress, but settles down early for high critical resolved
stress.
4.2.4 Specimen variation
We have so far displayed results with a standard specimen described in Section 4.1. Figure
4.9 shows the macroscopic stress-strain response of eight specimens. Each has 512 grains
as before, and is generated by the same algorithm. We see that the results are very close to
each other. Thus, we conclude that the results displayed earlier for the standard specimen
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are in fact representative results for an equiaxed specimen.
4.2.4.1 Textured specimens
As previously described, the spatial location and orientation of the 512 grains were assigned
using a pseudo-random number generator. If the same seed value is used for picking both
the spatial locations and the grain orientations, the orientations become perfectly correlated
to the spatial locations, resulting in the banded microstructure shown in Figure 4.10(a).
The macroscopic response of this textured microstructure is seen to differ substantially from
the standard specimen with random texture. In particular, the transformation plateau is
much more clearly defined, and the curvature of the following regime is opposite that of the
standard specimen. The shape of this macroscopic stress-strain curve is more reminiscent
of Nitinol wires and rods, which tend to be highly textured due to the manufacturing
process.
4.2.5 Loading rate
We have noted that our model is rate sensitive, but thus far, we have interpreted the
results from an essentially quasistatic perspective. To verify this interpretation, we vary
the uniaxial loading rates by factors of 110 to 10, relative to the standard loading rate
of 50µ/s (Figure 4.11). We see that there is no qualitative change in uniaxial loading
response for rates up to twice the standard loading rate, and that the decomposition of the
strain components again seems to follow a master curve, shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.10: Effects of texture. (a) Gradient microstructure where the orientation and
spatial location are highly correlated. (b) Comparison of macroscopic response of specimens
with gradient microstructures (black and gray lines) to random microstructures.
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Figure 4.11: Uniaxial loading; reference loading rate (black) is 50µ/s.
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Figure 4.12: Decomposition of strain components for various loading rates.
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Figure 4.13: Five multiaxial straining protocols.
4.3 Multiaxial and nonproportional straining
We consider five multiaxial straining protocols all of which are in strain control shown
schematically in Figure 4.13:
1. XYyx: Strain in x till εx reaches a specified value while holding εy at zero, strain in
y till εy reaches a specified value while holding εx fixed, unstrain in y till εy reaches
zero while holding εx fixed and finally unstrain in x till εx reaches zero while holding
εy fixed.
2. YXxy: Strain in y till εy reaches a specified value while holding εx = 0, strain in x
till εx reaches a specified value while holding εy fixed, unstrain in x till εx reaches
zero while holding εy fixed and finally unstrain in y till εy reaches zero while holding
εy fixed.
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3. Pp: Strain in both x y with εx and εy equal till they reach a specified value, and
then unstrain along the same path.
4. XYxy: Strain in x till εx reaches a specified value while holding εy at zero, strain in
y till εy reaches a specified value while holding εx fixed, unstrain in x till εx reaches
zero while holding εy fixed and finally unstrain in y till εy reaches zero while holding
εx fixed.
5. Pxy: Strain in both x y with εx and εy equal till they reach a specified value, unstrain
in y till εy reaches zero while holding εx fixed and finally unstrain in x till εx reaches
zero while holding εy fixed.
Figure 4.14 shows the stress response of the standard specimen with critical resolved
stress of 424 MPa subjected to the first three protocols. We begin by looking at the proto-
col XYyx which is indicated by the red curves. Figure 4.14(a) shows the response when the
material is strained to a maximum of 1% in both directions. The response is completely
superelastic. As we strain in the x direction, the stress increases monotonically and uniax-
ially (consistent with the isotropy of the standard specimen). As we begin straining in the
y direction, the stress increases in the y direction but the stress drops in the x-direction.
This indicates that the martensite is reorienting to optimize the variants for the imposed
strain, and reflects the shape of the so-called transformation yield surface. At the end of
the loading stage, the x and y components of stress are not equal even though the corre-
sponding strains are equal (to within the capability of the method). This shows the history
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Figure 4.14: The evolution of the stress when the standard specimen with critical resolved
stress of 424 MPa is subjected to multiaxial straining according to protocols XYyx, YXxy
and Pp till a total strain of 1%, 2%, 5% and 10%. The red colored curves show protocol
XYyx, the green curves show the protocol YXxy and the blue diagonal lines show the
protocol Pp.
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dependance of the material. As we reduce the strain in y, the stress does not follow the
straining path and this is a manifestation of the hysteresis. All of this is consistent with
the experimental observations of McNaney et al. [58] who studied the tension-torsion of
thin-walled tubes. Further, the stress becomes zero and then negative in the y-direction
even before the strain in the y-direction reaches zero. So we have to reverse load the spec-
imen to return to zero strain. However, the stress macroscopically returns to zero as the
strain returns to zero. In other words the material remains completely superelastic at this
level of straining. Figure 4.14(b,c,d) shows the response when the material is strained to a
maximum of 2%, 5% and 10% in both directions. The results are similar, but the specimen
shows (increasing) plastic yielding, and so we are left with an (increasing) residual stress
at zero strain.
The figure also reinforces the macroscopic symmetry of the standard specimen. Note
that the stress associated with the proportional Pp straining and unstraining response
always satisfies σx = σy. Further, the response to the XYyx protocol is symmetric to the
YXxy protocol.
Figure 4.15 compares two protocols XYyx and YXyx where the straining segments are
different, but the unstraining segments are the same. Not surprisingly the two protocols
lead to the different stress states at the end of the straining. Consequently, the initial
unstraining response is also different. However, in the case of pure transformation as in
Figure 4.15(a) with 1% imposed strain as well as in the case of dominant plasticity as in
Figure 4.15(d), we see that the final portion of the unstraining response is similar. In other
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Figure 4.15: The evolution of the stress when the standard specimen with critical resolved
stress of 300 MPa is subjected to multiaxial straining according to protocols YXxy and
XYxy till a total strain of 1%, 2%, 5% and 10%. The red colored curves show protocol
XYxy, the green curves show the protocol YXxy and the blue curves show the protocol
Pxy.
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words, when only one mechanism is active the specimen eventually forgets its (straining)
history. However, when both mechanisms are active as in Figure 4.15(c,d), the final portion
of the response and the end states are different.
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Chapter 5
Generalized Framework
5.1 Linearized kinematics in 3-D
We look towards generalized 3-D loading. We note that the previous anti-plane setting was
unique in that the and that the additive decomposition of the strain was exact. We now
introduce the approximation of 3-D linearized kinematics,
ε =
1
2
(∇u+ (∇u)T ) (5.1)
which drops the nonlinear term (∇u)T∇u from the Green-Lagrange strain. Due to linearity,
we may again suppose an additive decomposition,
ε = εe + εt + εp (5.2)
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whose components may again be further decomposed,
εt =
N∑
i=1
λiε
t
i, ε
t
i = U
i − I, (5.3)
λi ∈ [0, 1],
N∑
i=1
λi ≤ 1, λ0 = 1−
N∑
i=1
λi, (5.4)
and
εp =
M∑
α=1
γαε
p
α, ε
p
α =
1
2
(sα ⊗mα +mα ⊗ sα), (5.5)
γ˙α ≥ 0. (5.6)
5.2 Governing equations
The formulation for the 3-D setting is similar to Sections 3.2 and 3.3, except we add the
inertia,
∇ · σ + b = ρu¨ (5.7)
˙ = σ · ε˙−∇ · q + r (5.8)
D˙ := σ · ε˙− ˙+ T η˙ − ∇T
T
· q ≥ 0 (5.9)
where ρ is the mass density per unit volume and u¨ is the second derivative of the displace-
ment with respect to time (acceleration).
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We now postulate an additive form for the Helmholtz free energy A = − Tη, s.t.,
A(ε, λ, γ, T ) = W e(εe, T ) +W T (T ) +W t(λ, T ) +W p(γ, T ) + . . . (5.10)
where W e is the elastic energy density, W T is the thermal energy density, W t represents
the energy penalty associated with phase transformation, and W p represents the stored
energy due to plastic work (essentially, plastic hardening); additional hardening potentials,
including those with mixed dependence on transformation and hardening, could be added
as desired without altering the proposed framework. Substituting  = A − Tη into (5.9),
we get,
D˙ = σ · ε˙e − ∂A
∂ε
· ε˙e −
N∑
i=0
∂A
∂λi
λ˙i −
M∑
α=1
∂A
∂γα
γ˙α − ∂W
∂T
T˙ − ηT˙ − ∇θ
θ
· q˙ (5.11)
We again define the stress, entropy, and the driving forces following Coleman and Noll
[23] as
σ =
∂A
∂εe
, η =
∂A
∂T
,
dλi = −
∂A
∂λi
, dγα = −
∂A
∂γα
(5.12)
and prescribe kinetic relations governing the evolution of the transformation and plasticity,
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assuming gradient flow [73],
λ˙i = Kt(dλi , T ), γ˙α = Kp(dγα , T ) (5.13)
such that the rate of change of each kinetic variable is some function of its associated
driving force. Alternately, we introduce dissipation functions Dt and Dp, consistent with
the evolution laws, s.t.
dλi =
∂Dt(λ˙i, T )
∂λ˙i
, dγα =
∂Dp(γ˙α, T )
∂γ˙α
(5.14)
where Dt and Dp are the inverse or “dual” potentials toKt and Kp, in that the “derivatives”
of Dt and Dp are effectively K−1t and K−1p . Since the inverse of the kinetic functions may be
undefined, we must clarify that the derivatives in Eq. 5.14 are understood more generally
as subdifferentials in the context of convex anaylsis (cf. [77]). As such, ∂dλ˙iDt(λ˙i, T ) and
∂dγ˙αDp(γ˙α, T ) are chosen from a class of functions to be multi-valued at λ˙i = 0 and γ˙α = 0,
respectively, giving rise to stick-slip behavior (cf. [3, 1]).
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Returning to Equation (5.8) and noting  = A+ Tη,
˙ = A˙+ T˙ η + T η˙
=
(
∂A
∂ε
ε˙+
N∑
i=1
∂A
∂λi
λ˙i +
M∑
α=1
∂A
∂γα
λ˙α +
∂A
∂T
T˙
)
+ T˙ η + T η˙
=
(
σε˙−
N∑
i=1
dλi λ˙i −
M∑
α=1
dγαλ˙α − ηT˙
)
+ T˙ η + T η˙
= σε˙−
N∑
i=1
dλi λ˙i −
M∑
α=1
dγαλ˙α + T η˙. (5.15)
Equating (5.8) and (5.15), and assuming an adiabatic process (q = r = 0), we see that,
T η˙ = −
N∑
i=1
dλi λ˙i −
M∑
α=1
dγαλ˙α. (5.16)
From the definition of the entropy (5.12), we get,
−η˙ = ∂
∂t
(
∂A
∂T
)
=
∂2A
∂ε∂T
ε˙+
N∑
i=1
∂2A
∂λi∂T
λ˙i +
M∑
α=1
∂2A
∂γα∂T
γ˙α +
∂2A
∂T 2
T˙ (5.17)
We note that, in Equation (5.17), the first term on the right-hand side is associated with
thermal expansion, the second term gives rise to the latent heat of transformation, the
third term is the entropic change stored in the lattice due to plasticity, and the fourth term
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gives rise to the heat capacity. Substitution of (5.17) into (5.16) gives
T
(
∂2A
∂ε∂T
ε˙+
N∑
i=1
∂2A
∂λi∂T
λ˙i +
M∑
α=1
∂2A
∂γα∂T
γ˙α +
∂2A
∂T 2
T˙
)
=
N∑
i=1
dλi λ˙i +
M∑
α=1
dγαγ˙α (5.18)
We define
ρCv = T
(
∂2A
∂T 2
)
(5.19)
βα =
dγα − T
(
∂2A
∂γα∂T
)
dγα
= β (5.20)
Li
Tci
= T
(
∂2A
∂λi∂T
)
=
L
Tc
(5.21)
where Cv is interpreted as the heat capacity, β is the so-called Taylor-Quinney coefficient,
and LiTci
is the latent heat associated with transformation. Substituting these parameters
into (5.18), and ignoring the contributions due to thermal expansion and direct dissipation
due to phase transition, we get,
ρCvT˙ =
N∑
i=1
L
Tc
λ˙i +
M∑
α=1
βdγαγ˙α. (5.22)
In summary, Equation (5.22), along with (5.7), (5.12), and (5.14), gives rise to the
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systems of equations,
∇ · ∂A
∂ε
(ε, λ, γ, T ) = ρu¨ (5.23)
− ∂A
∂λi
=
∂Dt(λ˙i, T )
∂λ˙i
(5.24)
− ∂A
∂γα
=
∂Dp(γ˙α, T )
∂γ˙α
(5.25)
ρCvT˙ =
N∑
i=1
L
Tc
λ˙i +
M∑
α=1
βdγαγ˙α (5.26)
which we must solve simultaneously subject to the constraints
λi ∈ [0, 1],
N∑
i=1
λi ≤ 1, (5.27)
dλi λ˙i ≥ 0, dγαγ˙α ≥ 0. (5.28)
5.3 Implicit time discretization and variational principle
We note that the implicit time discretization of Equations (5.23)–(5.25) is given by,
∇ · ∂A
∂ε
(εn+1, λn+1γn+1, Tn) = ρ
un+1 − 2un + un−1
(∆t)2
(5.29)
− ∂A
∂λi
(εn+1, λn+1, γn+1, Tn) =
∂Dt
∂λ˙i
(
λn+1i − λni
∆t
, Tn
)
, (5.30)
− ∂A
∂γα
(εn+1, λn+1, γn+1, Tn) =
∂Dp
∂γ˙α
(
γn+1α − γnα
∆t
, Tn
)
(5.31)
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where we have staggered the time step of the temperature. We note that, given εn+1, we
can solve for λn+1 and γn+1 using (5.30) & (5.31). We do so variationally (see, e.g., [66]).
We define a pseudo-potential g, s.t.
g(λn+1,γn+1) =
A(εn+1, λn+1, γn+1, Tn)−An + ∆tDt(λn+1 − λn+1, Tn∆t ) + ∆tDp(
γn+1 − γn+1, Tn
∆t
)
(5.32)
If we minimize this potential at every material point,
min
λn+1
γn+1
g(λn+1, γn+1) (5.33)
we get
δλn+1 → 0 =
∂A
∂λi
(εn+1, λn+1, γn+1, Tn) +
∂Dt
∂λ˙i
(
λn+1i − λni
∆t
, Tn
)
(5.34)
δγn+1 → 0 =
∂A
∂γα
(εn+1, λn+1, γn+1, Tn) +
∂Dp
∂γ˙α
(
γn+1α − γnα
∆t
, T
)
. (5.35)
We observe that (5.34) & (5.35) are precisely the implicit discrete time equations (5.30)
and (5.31).
We can now update the temperature in a staggered step. The adiabatic heating due
to plastic work can be evaluated using the Taylor-Quinney coefficient β (also called the
inelastic heat fraction coefficient), to which we add (or subtract) the latent heat from the
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transformation, s.t.,
Tn+1 − Tn
∆t
=
M∑
α
(
βτα(
γn+1α −γnα
∆t )
ρCv
)
+
N∑
i
L(λn+1i −λni∆t )
TcρCv

Tn+1 = Tn +
M∑
α
(
βτα(γn+1α − γnα)
ρCv
)
+
N∑
i
(
L(λn+1i − λni )
TcρCv
)
(5.36)
where τα is the plastic flow stress, Cv is the specific heat (per unit mass), and L is the
latent heat of transformation. This assumes that only some fraction β of the plastic rate
of work contributes to the the heating, and that the thermal contribution from phase
transformation is completely dominated by the latent heat.
This discrete time formulation allows us to implement our framework using the Optimal
Transport Meshfree (OTM) method [52, 53]. We first solve (5.29)–(5.31) using the OTM
method (where the minimization (5.33) associated with (5.30) and (5.31) is solved locally
at the material points), and use (5.36) to update the temperature.
5.4 Finite kinematics
A major difficulty arises in the formulation of models in finite kinematics due to the geo-
metric nonlinearities and associated finite strain measures. Modern crystal plasticity for-
mulations employ the notion of an intermediate stress-free configuration Ωp, and the well-
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established multiplicative (Kroner-Lee) decomposition of the deformation gradient [47, 61],
F = FeFp (5.37)
where F, Fe, Fp are the total, elastic, and plastic deformation gradients, respectively. Such
a construction is successful in part because the form of the plastic rate of deformation is
assumed to be known from the crystallographic properties; under certain assumptions (cf.
e.g. [54, 79]), the integral of this rate is of the form,
Fp = I+
n∑
α=1
γα(sα ⊗mα) (5.38)
where γα is the scalar slip accumulated on the α slip-system, sα is the slip direction (unit
Burgers vector), and mα is the unit normal to the slip-plane. A problem arises when
we attempt to introduce an equivalent transformation deformation gradient, Ft, if we
again assume its form is dictated by crystallography: there is clearly an ambiguity in the
appropriate order of the multiplicative decomposition, since in general,
F = FeFpFt 6= FeFtFp. (5.39)
For a given deformation F, arbitrarily choosing one order of the decomposition over another
in Eq. 5.39 affects the partitioning of the energy into elastic and inelastic parts.
We propose an extension of the generalized framework to finite kinematics inspired
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by the method of [24], in which an exponential mapping of the update from a model
with linearized kinematics is used to extend stress update algorithms to finite kinematics,
independent of the material model. This has parallels to a logarthmic (Hencky) strain
measure; if we define ε, the finite strain tensor, as
ε =
1
2
log (FTF) (5.40)
where F is the deformation gradient, and we again suppose an additive decomposition of
the strain,
ε = εe + εt + εp, (5.41)
then, similar to the case in [24], the multiplicative decomposition would only map to an
additive decomposition when the individual components commute (i.e. the components
have the same eigenvectors). This is attributable to a fundamental property of the log
function itself,
log (AB) = log (A) + log (B) ⇐⇒ AB = BA. (5.42)
which essentially implies that, for the decomposition to be valid, the elastic, transformation,
and plastic strains must all be in the same “direction” (coaxial) or at least approximately
so, though the principal directions of the components need not be isotropic, and the mag-
nitudes of each may differ arbitrarily. Clearly, the transformation and plastic deformation
components do not commute, as they are defined by scalar multiples of different crystal-
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lographic systems. We see then that this extension does not actually avoid the problem
associated with the ambiguity in the decomposition of the deformation gradient; rather, it
makes explicit the assumptions otherwise hidden when blindly choosing one multiplicative
decomposition over another — that we are ignoring the difference in the rotation between
the different strain components.
The actual method outlined in [24] requires, not that the strain components themselves
be coaxial, but rather that the incremental update in plastic deformation (which forms
the plastic corrector) be coaxial with the elastic predictor for the right Cauchy-Green
deformation tensor. In general, this is rarely so, but as an approximation, we ignore any
errors introduced by assuming the quantities commute.
We note that, in the context of crystal plasticity, an increment might be the sum of
contributions from several slip systems, consistent with the form of the velocity gradient
postulated in [73]. We extend our method by proposing a multiplicative decomposition of
the total inelastic deformation gradient and an additive decomposition of the total inelastic
velocity gradient,
Lin =
n∑
α
γ˙α(sα ⊗mα) +
n∑
i
λ˙i(Ui − I), (5.43)
which treats the transformation and plasticity as though they were originating in the same
intermediate configuration (analogous to simply increasing the number of slip systems in
the plasticity formulation, and treating transformation as being equivalent to another type
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of slip). Following the formulation in [24], this results in an update,
Fn+1 = Fn+1e F
n+1
in (5.44)
Fn+1in = exp(Lˆ
n+1
in ∆t)F
n
in (5.45)
Sn+1 = S
(
1
2 log(C
n+1
e )
)
(5.46)
where Lˆin is the modified (symmetric) inelastic deformation gradient afforded by the
method of [24], and S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, defined in the inter-
mediate configuration. We assume Lˆin to be of the form,
Lˆn+1in =
M∑
α=1
(
γn+1α − γnα
∆t
)
εαp +
N∑
i=1
(
λn+1i − λni
∆t
)
εit (5.47)
where εit = Ui − I and εαp = 12(sα ⊗mα +mα ⊗ sα).
Satisfied with the approximation, this method allows us to compute the increment as
in the linear setting, setting εn+1e =
1
2 log(C
n+1
e ) and σ
n+1 = Sn+1, and using the kinetic
potentials to determine λn+1i and γ
n+1
α ; we then use this increment to update F
n+1
in via the
exponential mapping [65].
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Chapter 6
Iron Model: Implementation &
Results
We demonstrate the suitability of the generalized framework to study two phase transitions
in elemental iron. Iron has many allotropes that are stable at various temperatures and
pressures, as shown in Figure 6.1. We note that, unlike SMAs, the phases of iron are not
related to a common finite symmetry group (cf. [12]). While still martensitic (i.e. non-
diffusional), the transformations in iron are reconstructive, which leads to largely inelastic
deformations accompanying transformation.
We emphasize that all results presented in this chapter are merely proof-of-concept;
in some instances, non-physical parameters have been used in order to demonstrate the
capabilities of the framework.
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Figure 6.1: Idealized phase diagram for pure iron. (Adapted from [30].)
6.1 α–γ transformation model
At room temperature and atmospheric conditions, elemental iron has a Body-Centered
Cubic (BCC) crystal structure, called ferrite or α-iron. For pressures below 11 GPa,
the crystal structure changes to Face-Centered Cubic (FCC) at a temperature of 500–
1000◦C, depending on the pressure (see Figure 6.1). This FCC phase is called γ-iron,
and the transformation is known as the α–γ transition1. In the context of carbon steels,
γ-phase is traditionally known as austenite, hence austenitic stainless steels; however, in
the present formulation, we use the Bain relation between the BCC lattice and a Body-
Centered Tetragonal (BCT) lattice to model the transformation strain, since the FCC
lattice is analogue to a BCT lattice (cf. e.g. [11]). Since this description treats the BCC
lattice as the parent phase, we shall treat α-iron as our “austenitic” phase, and γ-iron as our
“martensitic” phase, and refrain from using the terms ferrite and austenite. Additionally,
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further confusion arises for iron in that the parent α-phase is actually the low-temperature
phase, and the apparent loss in symmetry is observed at high temperatures, whereas the
opposite is true in most SMAs like Nitinol.
6.1.1 γ-Transformation systems
The kinematics for the α− γ transition are given in [11],
U1 =

β 0 0
0 α 0
0 0 α
 , U2 =

α 0 0
0 β 0
0 0 α
 , U3 =

α 0 0
0 α 0
0 0 β
 (6.1)
where the principle stretches are derived from the crystallographic parameters,
α =
aBCT
aBCC
=
aFCC√
2aBCC
, β =
cBCT
aBCC
=
aFCC
aBCC
(6.2)
Reported measurements for aBCC aFCC lead to as much as 5% variance in the volume of
the unit cell (compare [6] to [20]); for the present simulations we have taken values from
[6],
aBCC = 0.286 nm, aFCC = 0.355 nm (6.3)
1Historically, there has been a so-called β-iron or β-ferrite phase, which referred to the paramagnetic
form of ferrite above the Curie temperature. This is a second-order phase transition from α-ferrite, with
the β-ferrite being crystallographically identical, except for the loss of magnetic domains. At atmospheric
pressure, the any difference in the BCC lattice parameter of paramagnetic ferrite and α-ferrite is attributable
to simple thermal expansion, which is given as 12 µ/K [20]. The term β-iron is now considered obsolete,
so we proceed with our use of α–γ transition in favor of β–γ found in some references (e.g. ibid.).
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6.1.2 Plastic slip systems
In our framework, we assume that any plastic strains can be mapped back to plastic strains
in the parent phase. Therefore, we consider only the BCC slip systems in the parent α-iron
phase, irrespective of the actual phase the material is in when a slip occurs. Since BCC
crystals have no truly close-packed planes, there are two families of slip systems with nearly
identical activation energies, namely the mα = {1 1 0} and sα = 〈1 1 1〉 systems, and the
mα = {2 1 1} and sα = 〈1 1 1〉 systems2. These are listed in Table 6.1.
6.1.3 Elastic energy density
The elastic energy density in Eq. (5.10) is assumed to be of the form
W e(εe) = f (tr(εe), T ) +W e,dev(εe,dev, T ) (6.4)
We use an empirical, quadratic equation of state f (tr(εe), T ), with a bulk modulus κ =
170.9GPa. In the absence of experimental curves for the deviatoric elastic strain energy
density, we approximate the general function with a Taylor series expansion in temperature
and deviatoric strain, s.t.
W e,dev(εe,dev, T ) =
1
2
εe,dev · Cdev(T ) · εe,dev (6.5)
2Additionally, the family of mα = {3 1 2} and sα = 〈1 1 1〉 is sometimes considered as a possible slip
system in BCC crystals. These are enumerated in [63].
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Table 6.1: Slip systems for BCC crystals (unnormalized).
Source: [28]
Slip System Plane Normal mα Slip Direction sα
1C (0 1 1) ±[1¯ 1¯ 1]
1D (0 1 1) ±[1 1¯ 1]
1′C (2 1¯ 1) ±[1¯ 1¯ 1]
1′′D (2¯ 1¯ 1) ±[1 1¯ 1]
2A (0 1¯ 1) ±[1¯ 1 1]
2B (0 1¯ 1) ±[1 1 1]
2′A (2 1 1) ±[1¯ 1 1]
2′′B (2¯ 1 1) ±[1 1 1]
3A (1 0 1) ±[1¯ 1 1]
3C (1 0 1) ±[1¯ 1¯ 1]
3′A (1¯ 2¯ 1) ±[1¯ 1 1]
3′′C (1¯ 2 1) ±[1¯ 1¯ 1]
4B (1¯ 0 1) ±[1 1 1]
4D (1¯ 0 1) ±[1 1¯ 1]
4′B (1 2¯ 1) ±[1 1 1]
4′′D (1 2 1) ±[1 1¯ 1]
5B (1¯ 1 0) ±[1 1 1]
5C (1¯ 1 0) ±[1¯ 1¯ 1]
5′B (1 1 2¯) ±[1 1 1]
5′′C (1¯ 1¯ 2¯) ±[1¯ 1¯ 1]
6A (1 1 0) ±[1¯ 1 1]
6D (1 1 0) ±[1 1¯ 1]
6′A (1¯ 1 2¯) ±[1¯ 1 1]
6′′D (1 1¯ 2¯) ±[1 1¯ 1]
where Cdev(T ) is the deviatoric projection of an anisotropic elastic modulus C(T ). A first
order expansion of Cdev in temperature gives
Cdev(T ) = Cdev0 − Cdev1 T (6.6)
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The components of Cdev0 are computed from the total stiffness C0 obeying cubic symmetry,
given by [93] (citing Simmons & Wang, 1971)
C110 = 236.9 GPa, C
12
0 = 140.6 GPa, C
44
0 = 116.0 GPa, (6.7)
and similarly for Cdev1 from C1,
C111 = 0.012 · C110 GPa/K, C121 = 0.004 · C120 GPa/K, C441 = 0.008 · C440 GPa/K.
(6.8)
6.1.4 Transformation stored energy
The transformation stored energy density, or chemical potential, determines the relative
stability of the α and γ phases. In iron, it prefers the FCC-γ phase above the critical
temperature, and the BCC-α phase below. We assume,
W t(λ, T ) = w(T )
3∑
i=1
λi (6.9)
with
w(T ) = L
T − Tc
Tc
(6.10)
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where L is the latent heat of transformation, given in [20] as 0.900 kJ/mol (16.11 kJ/kg,
126.9 MJ/m3) at Tc = 910◦C.
6.1.5 Pastic work-hardening
We choose a simple power-law to model the hardening associated with plastic slip, which
we scale by a decoupled power-law dependence on temperature, s.t.
W p(γ, T ) =
(
N∑
α=1
τ c0α γα +
n
n+ 1
τ0γ0
(
γeq
γ0
)n+1
n
)(
1−
(
T − T0
Tm − T0
)a)
(6.11)
where γeq =
∑
β γβ, τ
c0
α is the initial yield stress, T0 is the reference temperature (usually
room temperature), and Tm is the melt temperature (where the material loses all strength);
these parameters were chosen to be,
τ c0α = 10 (MPa), τ0 = 100 (MPa), γ0 = 1,
n = 10, a = 1,
T0 = 295 (K), Tm = 1811 (K). (6.12)
We note that, for the more general form γeq =
√
aαβγαγβ, this potential is capable of
modelling latent hardening; however, many numerical difficulties are encountered as such
a potential leads to nonconvexities in the energy landscape (cf. e.g. []).
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6.1.6 Kinetic laws
For transformation, we choose a broken parabolic potential to give stick slip behavior, s.t.
Dt(λ˙) =
M∑
i=1
(
1
2
r2λ˙
2
i + r1|λ˙i|+ r0
)
(6.13)
where
r2 = 100 (MPa · s), r1 = L/10 = 12.7 (MPa), r0 = 0. (6.14)
For plasticity, we slightly relax the notion of the stick-slip kinetic laws (borrowed from
transformation kinetics) in favor of a power law, which gives regularity at the origin. In
plasticity, this results in a creep-like behavior, which can be minimized (or amplified) by
an appropriate choice of the rate hardening exponent. We assume the general form,
Dp(γ˙) =
N∑
α=1
τ˜ c0α γ˙α +
m
m+ 1
τ˜α0 γ˙0
(
γ˙α
γ˙0
)m+1
m
(6.15)
where
τ˜ c0α = 0 (MPa), τ˜
α
0 = 100 (MPa),
γ˙0 = 1 (s−1), n = 100. (6.16)
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6.1.7 Temperature update
For the temperature update in Equation (5.26)
∆T =
M∑
α
(
βτα∆γα
ρCv
)
+
N∑
i
(
L∆λi
TcρCv
)
we choose β = 0.9, τα = σ · εp,0α (such that the plastic rate of work is given by ταγ˙α), and
the specific heat per unit volume ρCv = 3.5 MJm3·K .
6.1.8 Constraint enforcement
In order to satisfy the constraint on λ Eq. (5.4), we augment the potential in Eq. (5.10)
with a high-order polynomial,
W penalty(λ) =
(
1−
N∑
i=1
λi
)−p
, p = 12 (6.17)
which stays very small when λ is small, and grows rapidly as the constraint is approached.
It should be noted that this modifies the driving force slightly, through a straightforward
differentiation of the total pseudo-potential. This adds a very small amount of hardening
to the initial behavior of the phase transformation, until saturation nears; in general, it
may cause the transformation to saturate slightly below unity. Such a penalty term is
numerically effective so long as the loading step-size is small enough that
∑N
i=1 λi never
exceeds unity during intermediate iterations.
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As previously mentioned, transformation in iron is accompanied by unrecoverable de-
formations. For ease of implementation, we introduce the additional constraint,
λ˙i,≥ 0 (6.18)
which effectively prevents reverse transformation. This limits the behavior of the material
such that, once it transforms to the γ-phase, it can never return to the parent α-phase. Such
“frozen” kinetics make the formulation for transformation identical to that of plasticity,
which also has the constraint γ˙α ≥ 0 when positive and negative slip directions are counted
as separate systems. This constraint is in no way inherent to the generalized framework,
and was merely implemented for algorithmic convenience (described below); in principle,
an explicit interaction term could be added to Equation (5.10), and the nature of the
unrecoverable strains could be investigated using the generalized framework.
6.1.9 Active slip and transformation systems
In the iron model, not all slip or transformation systems are active during a given loading
step, and the set of active systems may change from step to step. The identification of
active constraints is non-trivial, as many of the slip and transformation systems are not
linearly independent. To identify the optimal combination of active constraints, we use
the method described in [25], in which we compute a fully elastic predictor, and identify
the transformation or slip system with the largest driving force. If the driving force is
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above the critical “stick” force in the stick-slip kinetic law, we compute the increment in
slip (or transformation) via Newton-Raphson and recheck the driving forces. If any driving
force is still over the critical value, we add the next most overloaded system to the active
constraints, and simultaneously solve for the increment on each system. We continue this
procedure, adding and removing constraints from the active set, until all driving forces are
at (or below) their respective critical values.
This method, while giving the optimal combination, is known to suffer from oscillations
and slow convergence. For the α − γ iron simulations that follow, we observed this to be
problematic only in isolated nodes near constrained surfaces. When a suitable combination
of active systems could not be determined after a reasonable number of iterations (100 ×
[N t +Np] = 2700), the algorithm computed an explicit update and proceeded to the next
loading step.
6.2 Taylor impact
The Taylor impact test [91] is a widely used experimental technique for characterizing
the dynamic response of materials. The test consists of impacting a cylindrical projectile
perpendicularly against a rigid, planar surface, and measuring (postmortem) the length
of the intact (undeformed) portion of the bar. If the initial velocity of the bar is known,
this length can be used to compute a lower bound the maximum deceleration of the bar,
and thereby compute a lower bound on the dynamic yield strength. Starting with [94],
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Figure 6.2: Taylor impact simulation of an iron bar for α–γ transformation at 227 m/s
(from scalability study). (Step 2.) The left field shows the von Mises stress; the center field
shows the accumlated slip, summed over all systems; the right field shows the total marten-
site volume fraction, summed over all variants. We see the elastic precursor propagating
upwards.
numerical simulations of the Taylor impact test have become a popular means of evaluating
new constitutive laws.
6.2.1 Simulation results
To demonstrate the suitability of the framework to large-scale numerical investigations, we
simulate a Taylor impact experiment of an iron bar hitting a rigid wall at 227 m/s. The
implementation makes use of a parallelized OTM solver [52] coded in C++ and OpenMPI.
We use a “gumball” model for the bar, where each material point is assigned a random
3-D orientation representing an individual grain, such that the grains are severely under-
resolved; explicit dynamics are computed for the bar, and the constitutive response at each
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Figure 6.3: Taylor impact simulation of an iron bar for α–γ transformation at 227 m/s
(from scalability study). (Step 3.) Initiation of plasticity and transformation is seen at the
base of the specimen.
Figure 6.4: Taylor impact simulation of an iron bar for α–γ transformation at 227 m/s
(from scalability study). (Step 9.) We see the onset of the inelastic wave, propagating
upwards.
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Figure 6.5: Taylor impact simulation of an iron bar for α–γ transformation at 227 m/s
(from scalability study). (Step 11.) The inelastic wave continues to propagate. We note
that isolated transformation is visible ahead of the plastic wave, but that extensive trans-
formation lags the plastic wavefront.
Figure 6.6: Taylor impact simulation of an iron bar for α–γ transformation at 227 m/s
(from scalability study). (Step 16.) We see the elastic wave reaching the end of the bar.
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Figure 6.7: Taylor impact simulation of an iron bar α–γ transformation at 227 m/s (from
scalability study). (Step 21.) The elastic wave has reflected as a tensile wave, propagating
downwards.
Figure 6.8: Taylor impact simulation of an iron bar α–γ transformation at 227 m/s (from
scalability study). We see the reflected wave tensile wave meeting the plastic wave front.
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material point is determined locally using the framework developed above. In all, 125,309
randomly oriented grains were used to model a 32.4 mm cylindrical rod with a radius of
3.2 mm.
In Figure 6.2, we see the von Mises stress depicted alongside the slip (summed over all
systems) and the martensitic volume fraction (summed over all variants) near the beginning
of the simulation; the upwards-travelling elastic precursor is visible in stress plot, with no
evolution in the kinetic variables. In each of the figures, each output step corresponds to
50 simulation time steps. In Figure 6.3, a few grains at the bottom of the bar have just
begun to plastify and transform. In Figures 6.4 & 6.5, we see an inelastic wave begin to
spread; we note that isolated spots of transformation lead the plastic wavefront, appearing
closer to the elastic wavefront, but that regions of extensive transformation appear to lag
the plastic wave. In Figure 6.6, we see the elastic wave reach the top, and reflect back
down the bar as a tensile wave in Figures 6.7 & 6.8.
6.2.2 Scalability study
To test the scalability of the framework, we run the simulation for the Taylor impact
test on Caltech’s Shared Heterogeneous Computing (SHC) cluster, varying the number
of MPI tasks. For this batch of simulations, each material point represents a grain in
the microscale, and is assigned a random 3-D orientation. The crystal plasticity and
phase transformation model is employed to simulate the dynamic response of each grain.
In all, 125,309 grains are used for each simulation. As can be seen in Figure 6.9, the
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Figure 6.9: Scalability study of the generalized framework for a Taylor anvil impact
simulation of an iron bar. [Figure courtesy of Dr. B. Li.]
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implementation achieves the ideal linear speed-up (on a log plot) through 128 tasks (using
rank-1 tasks, i.e. one processor per task); at 256 tasks, we observe a very slight decrease
from optimal performance. It should be noted that, for the scalability study, some of the
material parameters were changed to tax the algorithm, guaranteeing that many slip and
transformation systems were active within a single material point from the very beginning
of the simulations. In particular, the latent heat was lowered to L = 1600 J/m3, and the
yield stress was lowered to τα = 10 MPa.
6.3 ε-iron and α-twinning
At moderately low temperatures (< 500◦C) and extremely high pressures (> 10 GPa),
α-iron is observed to transform to a Heaxgonal Close-Packed (HCP) crystal structure, so-
called ε-iron or hexaferrum. The kinematics of this transformation result in six martensitic
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variants (cf. [50], and refs. therein),
U1 =

f + g −f + g 0
−f + g f + g 0
0 0 h
 , U
2 =

f + g f − g 0
f − g f + g 0
0 0 h
 ,
U3 =

f + g 0 f − g
0 h 0
f − g 0 f + g
 , U
4 =

f + g 0 −f + g
0 h 0
−f + g 0 f + g
 ,
U5 =

h 0 0
0 f + g −f + g
0 −f + g f + g
 , U
6 =

h 0 0
0 f + g f − g
0 f − g f + g
 (6.19)
where f = 3
4
√
2
, g =
√
3
32
c
a , h =
√
3
2 . For iron, the ratio between the lattice parameters c/a
appears to be roughly 1.58 [ibid., Table 5]. It should be noted that these Bain strains are
for the ideal rigid-sphere geometry, and have not been corrected for the difference between
BCC and HCP lattice parameters; therefore, the volumetric strain associated with the
HCP transformation in the results that follow is overestimated (cf. [56]). (In the future,
this could be corrected using a different definition for the Bain strains.)
Two complications arise in α–ε transformation. First, we can no logner neglect the
possibility of deformation twinning in the α-iron, as the critical stress for twinning in the
BCC crystal is on par with that of the transformation stress for the ε-iron. Second, due
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to the symmetries of the two crystal classes involved, the possibility of the martensitic ε-
iron reverse transforming into a twin of its original parent phase then transforming again,
leads to an energy landscape which, in the absence of other processes, could potentially
accommodate an arbitrary (infinite) deformation at constant stress once the transformation
plateau is reached (cf. [50, 13]), which is apparently non-physical. This later issue does not
affect our model, as effects from the kinetic laws naturally limit this process.
We make an initial attempt to account for twinning in the parent phase in the following
way. First, we see that analogous to the BCC-FCC transformation, we can equally describe
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the kinematics of a BCC-BCC-twin as a transformation using a Bain strain approach,
U1 =
1
4

1 3 2
3 1 −2
−3 3 −2
 , U
2 =
1
4

1 3 −2
3 1 2
3 −3 −2
 , U
3 =
1
4

1 −3 2
−3 1 2
−3 −3 −2
 ,
U4 =
1
4

1 −3 −2
−3 1 −2
3 3 −2
 , U
5 =
1
4

1 −2 −3
3 −2 3
−3 −2 1
 , U
6 =
1
4

1 2 −3
−3 −2 −3
−3 2 1
 ,
U7 =
1
4

1 −2 3
3 −2 −3
3 2 1
 , U
8 =
1
4

1 2 3
−3 −2 3
3 −2 1
 , U
9 =
1
4

−2 −3 3
2 1 3
−2 3 1
 ,
U10 =
1
4

−2 3 −3
−2 1 3
2 3 1
 , U
11 =
1
4

−2 −3 −3
2 1 −3
2 −3 1
 , U
12 =
1
4

−2 3 3
−2 1 −3
−2 −3 1

(6.20)
We introduce a new kinetic variable α, which represents the volume fraction at a material
point of the BCC-twins listed above, s.t.,
6∑
i=1
λi +
12∑
j=1
αj = 1, 0 ≤ λi, αj ≤ 1, λ˙i, α˙j ≥ 0 (6.21)
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6.3.1 Constitutive law
Since twinning in the parent phase has no associated chemical energy (i.e. the wells are all
at the same height), there is no additional energy density potential associated with α (or
equally, we could prescribe the same law as for λ, and just set the latent heat L = 0),
Ww(α) = Lw(T )
12∑
j=1
αj , Lw ≡ 0 (6.22)
W t(λ, T ) is left essentially unchanged, except for the difference in material parameters for
the ε-transformation [81],
W t(λ) = L
T − Tc
Tc
6∑
i=1
λi, L = 11.47
GJ
m3
, Tc = 800 K (6.23)
We now choose the same power-law form for the transformation and twinning kinetic
law as we used in plasticity. Here, the creep-like behavior is undesirable, but is still an
acceptable approximation to stick-slip behavior. We choose
Dt(λ˙) =
N∑
i=1
τˆ c0i λ˙i +
r
r + 1
τˆ i0λ˙0
(
λ˙i
λ˙0
) r+1
r
(6.24)
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where
τˆ c0i = L/10 = 1.5 (GPa), τˆ
i
0 = 125 (MPa),
λ˙0 = 1, r = 10 (6.25)
We note that the parameter τˆ c0i controls the hysteresis of the transformation plateau:
the nominal plateau is completely determined by the storage function W t(λ, T ) and the
crystallographic properties, but the critical projected stress is then shifted by τˆ c0i . We
prescribe a kinetic law for α nearly identical to that for λ, but choose the parameters so
that the critical stress for the onset of twinning is on par with that for transformation. For
twinning,
Dw(α˙) =
N∑
j=1
ˆˆτ c0j α˙j +
s
s+ 1
ˆˆτ j0 α˙0
(
α˙j
α˙0
) s+1
s
(6.26)
where
ˆˆτ c0j = τˆ
c0
i + L
λT0 − Tc
Tc
(MPa), ˆˆτ j0 = 100 (MPa),
α˙0 = 1, s = 100 (6.27)
We assume all other elastic and plastic properties to be the same as in the α–γ trans-
formation.
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Figure 6.10: Taylor anvil impact simulation of an iron bar for α–ε transformation at
227 m/s. (Step 2.) The left field shows the von Mises stress; the center field shows the
accumlated slip, summed over all systems; the right field shows the total martensite volume
fraction, summed over all variants. We see the elastic precursor travelling upwards, and
initiation of plasticity at the base of the specimen.
We note that, with the additional non-negative constraints on the change in volume
fraction, we could directly make use of the improved projected-Newton or SQP algorithms
described in [66] for optimizing the active constraint sets; this would be advantageous as the
α–ε model seems to suffer more from the oscillations associated with the basic algorithm.
6.4 Taylor bar: α–ε
We again simulate a Taylor impact experiment for a 32.4 mm cyclinder with 3.2 mm radius
at 227 m/s, this time using the α–ε model with 6,616 randomly oriented grains, and the
material parameters listed in Section refsec:hexaferrum. We see a similar progression as
before, with an elastic precursor followed by an inelastic wave (see Figures 6.10–6.12). How-
ever, we note that the inelastic wave in this case is entirely plastic, with no transformation
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Figure 6.11: Taylor impact simulation of an iron bar for α–ε transformation at 227 m/s.
(Step 3.) We see the onset of a plastic wave, propagating upwards.)
Figure 6.12: Taylor impact simulation of an iron bar for α–ε transformation at 227 m/s.
(Step 7.) We see the plastic wave continue, and note that no transformation or twinning
is observed.
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or twinning observed.
Evidently, for the material parameters used, a very high velocity (> 227 m/s) is needed
to trigger the α–ε transformation. Additional simulations were started for 1000 m/s, then
500 m/s. However, the temperature rise associated with these velocities quickly approached
(and surpassed) the melt temperature of iron, apparently exceeding the limitations of the
linear-thermal constitutive laws used in this implementation. (See Figure 6.13.)
6.5 Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar
A Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB), also called a Kolsky bar, is another commonly
used experimental technique to characterize materials at moderately high strain rates [39].
The traditional method is used for determining the compressive stress-strain response of a
material subjected to uniaxial (1-D) plane strain. Modern setups consist of a striker bar,
an incident bar, an output bar, and a relatively short (thin) specimen sandwiched between
the later two. Initially, the incident bar, specimen, and output bar are aligned coaxially
(end-to-end-to-end) in static contact. The striker bar is accelerated (typically using a gas
gun) and caused to impact the incident bar at some given velocity. This impact creates
a coaxial compressive wave in both bars (travelling in opposite directions). In the striker
bar, this wave travels back to the free end of the bar, and reflects as a tension wave; when
this tension wave again encounters the interface with the incident bar, the two separate,
such that the compression pulse in the incident bar is twice the ‘length’ of the incident bar.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.13: Simulated Taylor bar for α–ε transformation in iron at (a) 1000 m/s, and (b)
500 m/s, showing “melt” before transformation.
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Figure 6.14: Schematic for Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar.
Meanwhile, the compression pulse in the incident bar, which we denote by f(x), travels
along the length of the bar (where it can be measured using strain gages) until it encounters
the interface with the specimen. At the interface, a portion of the wave is reflected back
into the incident bar, which we denote by g(x), and a portion is transmitted through the
specimen to the output bar, denoted by h(x). It is assumed that, since the specimen is
short relative to the length of the compression pulse, the specimen is in static equilibrium
at every moment. Ideally, the incident and output bars are assumed to have a perfectly
linear-elastic response during the test, with no dispersion or dissipation of the waves.
Following the development of [10] and [80], the particle displacement in the bar is
merely the superposition of the incident and reflected waves,
u1(x, t) =f(x− ct) + g(x+ ct) (6.28)
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such that the particle velocity, strain, and stress in the incident bar can be computed by
v1(x, t) =
∂u1
∂t
(x, t) = c[−f ′(x− ct) + g′(x+ ct)] (6.29)
ε1(x, t) =
∂u1
∂x
(x, t) = f ′(x− ct) + g′(x+ ct) (6.30)
σ1(x, t) = E1ε1(x, t) = E1[f ′(x− ct) + g′(x+ ct)] (6.31)
(6.32)
In the output bar, we have only the transmitted wave,
u2(x, t) =h(x− ct) (6.33)
from which we can compute the analogous quantities,
v2(x, t) =
∂u2
∂t
(x, t) = −ch′(x− ct) (6.34)
ε2(x, t) =
∂u2
∂x
(x, t) = h′(x− ct) (6.35)
σ2(x, t) = E2ε2(x, t) = E2h′(x− ct) (6.36)
(6.37)
In the specimen, we use the engineering approximation for the strain and strain rate,
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s.t.
ε(t) =
u2(0, t)− u1(0, t)
L
(6.38)
ε˙(t) =
v2(0, t)− v1(0, t)
L
(6.39)
Since the specimen is small, we assume the axial stress in the specimen is uniform at every
instant, whereby equilibrium gives us,
σ(t)A = σ1(0, t)A1 = σ2(0, t)A2 (6.40)
By substitution we find,
ε˙(t) =
c[−h′(−ct) + f ′(−ct)− g′(ct)]
L
(6.41)
σ(t) =
E1A1
A
[f ′(−ct) + g′(ct)] = E2A2
A
h′(−ct) (6.42)
Assuming the incident and output bars have the same mechanical properties,
E1 = E2 & A1 = A2 =⇒ f ′(−ct) + g′(ct) = h′(−ct) (6.43)
we simplify the the above equations to find that the state of the specimen can be computed
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Figure 6.15: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 50 m/s.
(Step 15.) The fields depict a cut-away view along an axisymmetric cylinder. The top left
field shows the axis stress; the top right field shows the accumlated slip, summed over all
systems; the bottom left field shows the total martensite volume fraction, summed over all
variants; the bottom right field shows the total austenite twin volume fraction, summed
over all variants. The incident and output bars are depicted as solid, and colormapped by
the axial stress in each of the panels. The specimen is depicted by spherical glyphs at the
material points. The incoming compression pulse travels from lower-left to upper right in
the figure.
from the traces of just the incident and output waveforms,
ε˙(t) =
2c[f ′(−ct)− h′(−ct)]
L
(6.44)
σ(t) =
EbAb
A
h′(−ct) (6.45)
We now investigate the response of our model at four (5) different impact velocities
rates in a simulated SHPB experiment: 10 m/s, 50 m/s, 100 m/s, 200 m/s, and 1000 m/s.
For the simulation, we construct an axisymmetric (perfectly-bonded) composite rod, where
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Figure 6.16: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 50 m/s.
(Step 20.) The pulse reaches the specimen, which deforms elastically.
Figure 6.17: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 50 m/s.
(Step 25.) The pressure pulse continues, and stresses can be seen localizing along the top
of the specimen as radial deformations become significant. The specimen response is still
elastic, however.
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Figure 6.18: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 50 m/s.
(Step 30.) Plasticity is seen to initiate along interior planes in the specimen.
Figure 6.19: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 50 m/s.
(Step 35.) Bands of plasticity begin to develop.
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Figure 6.20: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 50 m/s.
(Step 40.) Bands of plasticity continue to develop.
Figure 6.21: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 50 m/s.
(Step 45.) Bands of plasticity continue to develop.
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Figure 6.22: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 50 m/s.
(Step 50.) An elastic tensile pulse reflected from the free end of the output bar can be seen
in the upper right corner, travelling back down bar from top-right to bottom left.
the ends are prescribed a linear-elastic material model consistent with isotropic steel, and
the center portion is assigned our framework for transformation, twinning, and plasticity.
The simulated incident and output bars measure 25.0 mm in length with a 6.0 mm radius;
the center specimen region measures 1.5 mm. We use 1,849 randomly oriented grains in
the center region to simulate the specimen.
In our simulation, the velocity pulse is effectively longer than the input and output
bars, so a release wave from the free-end of the output bar reflects back to the specimen
before the pulse terminates. The peak stress in the elastic bars can be predicted from 1-D
theory for weak shocks, s.t.
σ = ρ0cv ≈ 8000 kgm3 · 5000ms · v = 40vMPam/s
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Figure 6.23: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 100 m/s.
(Step 15.) The fields depict a cut-away view along an axisymmetric cylinder. The top left
field shows the axis stress; the top right field shows the accumlated slip, summed over all
systems; the bottom left field shows the total martensite volume fraction, summed over all
variants; the bottom right field shows the total austenite twin volume fraction, summed
over all variants. The incident and output bars are depicted as solid, and colormapped by
the axial stress in each of the panels. The specimen is depicted by spherical glyphs at the
material points. The incoming compression pulse travels from lower-left to upper right in
the figure.
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Figure 6.24: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 100 m/s.
(Step 20.) The pulse reaches the specimen, which deforms elastically.
Figure 6.25: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 100 m/s.
(Step 25.) The pressure pulse continues, and stresses can be seen localizing along the top
of the specimen as radial deformations become significant. Stress lobes near the specimen
interface are evident in both the specimen and the bar. The specimen response is still
mostly elastic, however.
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Figure 6.26: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 100 m/s.
(Step 30.) A “wedge” of plasticity is seen to initiate along interior planes in the specimen,
but still no transformation.
Figure 6.27: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 100 m/s.
(Step 35.) Bands of plasticity continue to develop.
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Figure 6.28: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 100 m/s.
(Step 40.) Bands of plasticity continue to develop.
Figure 6.29: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 100 m/s.
(Step 45.) An isolated spot of transformation is seen, just below the surface of the specimen,
near the edge of the incident bar.
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Figure 6.30: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 100 m/s.
(Step 50.) An elastic tensile pulse reflected from the free end of the output bar can be
seen in the upper right corner, travelling back down bar from top-right to bottom left.
More transformation is seen to develop, mostly along the edges of the interfaces with the
incident and output bars.
which was observed to be within 2–4% of the peak σ33 stress observed in the incident bar.
For simulations at 50 m/s and below, we observe no transformation, though we do see
plasticity, as shown in Figures 6.15–6.22. We see that the stress becomes the largest near
the surface of the specimen, where, due to the axial confinement of the incident and output
bars, the material begin to extrude outwards radially. The plasticity is observed to form
in very distinctive bands.
For simulations at 100 m/s and above, we observe transformation initiate in the interior
of the specimen, just behind the first plane of material points; this is similar to the initiation
in plasticity, as shown in Figures 6.23–6.30. We also begin to see extreme distortion of
the specimen, and the one-dimensional assumption clearly breaks down. At sufficiently
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Figure 6.31: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 1000 m/s.
(Step 15.) The fields depict a cut-away view along an axisymmetric cylinder. The top left
field shows the axis stress; the top right field shows the accumlated slip, summed over all
systems; the bottom left field shows the total martensite volume fraction, summed over all
variants; the bottom right field shows the total austenite twin volume fraction, summed
over all variants. The incident and output bars are depicted as solid, and colormapped by
the axial stress in each of the panels. The specimen is depicted by spherical glyphs at the
material points. The incoming compression pulse travels from lower-left to upper right in
the figure.
(unrealistically) high velocity impacts (e.g. 1000 m/s; see Figure 6.33), the specimen is
completely “pancaked” during the simulation.
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Figure 6.32: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 1000 m/s.
(Step 20.) The pulse reaches the specimen, which is already grossly deformed, with signif-
icant plasticity. Little transformation is seen.
Figure 6.33: SHPB simulation of an iron specimen for α–ε transformation at 1000 m/s.
(Step 25.) The specimen is destroyed, and the results are clearly non-physical.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions & Future Work
In this thesis, we have recognized a certain similarity between phase transformation and
plastic slip, in that both mechanisms serve to reduce the elastic stored energy of a crystal
by accommodating deformation along prescribed (constrained) crystallographic directions
— essentially competing (or cooperating) constraints on the lattice deformations.
We have proposed a modelling framework to explore the interplay between martensitic
phase transformations and plastic slip in polycrystalline materials. We have strived to
make the model as simple as possible (but no simpler), with an eye towards computational
efficiency. The resulting framework uses a convexified potential for the internal energy
density to capture the stored energy associated with transformation at the meso-scale, and
introduces kinetic potentials to govern the evolution of transformation and plastic slip.
The framework is novel in the way it treats plasticity on par with transformation.
In Chapter 4, in the setting of anti-plane shear, we have presented a computational
study of the interplay of stress-induced (iso-thermal) phase transformation and plasticity
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in polycrystalline media. Even in this simple setting, the framework captures a rich array of
behaviors associated with SMAs. The following insights are qualitative, but we emphasize
features that are generic and expected to hold for the realistic three-dimensional setting.
• Superelasticity. In the situation where the plastic yield strength is very high (infinite),
we see that transformation begins in isolated regions when the stress is close to the
value of the Sachs constant stress bounds (Figure 4.2). It proceeds till the overall
strain reaches a value close to the recoverable strain predicted by the Taylor constraint
strain bound. Intergranular constraints become significant at this point and we see
martensite reorientation and hardening. Finally, even when the material appears
to be fully saturated, there are significant regions that are untransformed. These
insights are consistent with the observations of Brinson et al. [19].
• Interplay between plasticity and transformation. When the plastic yield strength is
finite — higher than but of the same order of magnitude as the yield strength for
transformation — plasticity sets in just as the intergranular constraints begin to
impede the transformation. The material then begins to harden, and this results
in plastic yielding in those isolated grains whose poor orientation impedes further
transformation (Figure 4.3). An important insight of our work is that the material
will harden to the extent necessary to provide enough plastic strain to overcome
the incompatibility of transformation across misoriented grains. Consequently, the
amount of the transformation and plastic strain as a function of the total imposed
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strain is universal in the sense that it is independent of the critical resolved stress of
plasticity. This is shown in Figure 4.7. This partitioning seems to be robust even in
the presence of moderate rate effects, as shown in Figure 4.12.
• Heterogeneity. The transformation and plasticity occur in an extremely heteroge-
nous manner. The transformation begins in isolated grains and proceeds in bands
of well-oriented grains. Plasticity provides a bridge across poorly oriented grains.
Consequently the state of stress is extremely heterogeneous. Further, the nominal
orientation and driving force are insufficient to describe the progress of transforma-
tion and plasticity (Figure 4.4).
• Residual strain and stress. The isolated regions of plasticity that appear on loading
impede reverse transformation on unloading. Consequently, the stress at which re-
verse transformation occurs is lower and there is a residual strain and residual stress.
An important observation of Figure 4.3 is that the residual strain is a result of a
combination of both plastic yield and retained martensite (due to the residual stress
field). This residual stress evolves with cycling but eventually settles down (Figure
4.8). The amount of residual strain is higher and it takes longer to settle down with
lower critical resolved stress.
• Memory of deformation history. In uniaxial loading, the material that is unloaded
and reloaded returns to a point that is close to the start of unloading and then
continues along the virgin curve as shown in Figure 4.6. In multi-axial loading, the
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material quickly forgets its prior loading history when only a single mechanism is
dominant (Figure 4.15(a),(d)), but retains longer memory when both mechanisms
are active (Figure 4.15(b),(c)).
• Statistical homogeneity. In this work, we have shown results of a specimen with 512
grains. We see in Figure 4.9 that the results over various such specimens are indis-
tinguishable. We also see from Figure 4.14 that the material response is extremely
symmetric when subjected to non-proportional loads. Thus, we conclude that in
this setting, 512 grains result in statistically isotropic and homogeneous materials.
Indeed, we have observed that 128 grains is usually sufficient, but we see higher
fluctuations.
The constitutive laws used in the anti-plane shear study can be thought of as the first-
order Taylor expansions of any arbitrarily complex constitutive laws which give physically
realistic behavior. We emphasize that the simplicity of the chosen kinetic laws is not a
limitation of the framework, but was utilized to clearly establish a major result of the anti-
plane shear study: that even in the absence of an explicit coupling between transformation
and plasticity, a clear interplay is observed in the the full-field polycrystalline response.
In Chapter 5, we have generalized the framework to the 3-D setting, in which the
convexified potential is a lower bound on the free energy, and we have included work-
hardening, and thermal- and rate-sensitivities. We have shown that the discrete time
formulation of the generalized framework has a variational principle governing the update
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for mechanical equilibrium, and we have proposed an extension of the framework to finite
kinematics, making use of the exponential mapping (approximating logarithmic strain).
We have demonstrated the suitability of the generalized framework to investigate poly-
crystalline materials other than SMAs. We have implemented the framework to model the
α–γ (BCC to FCC) transition in pure iron in a Taylor impact simulation. We have used
this model to demonstrate the scalability of the framework in a large-scale, parallelized
implementation on Caltech’s Shared Heterogeneous Cluster, in which we see a nearly ideal
(linear) time scale-up for up to 256 MPI processes.
Further, we have developed a model for α–ε (BCC to HCP) transition in iron, and have
made an initial estimate for the material parameters by matching to a previous Johnson-
Cook model that had been fit to experimental shear data. In this implementation, we
have made an preliminary attempt to account for deformation twining in the parent phase
by extending the concept of the Bain strain, introducing a twinned α-phase. We have
implemented this model for a simulated the Taylor bar experiment, and a type of Split-
Hopkinson Pressure Bar experiment at various velocities.
Looking to the future, we again note that the the above SMA type behaviors were
exhibited with no explicit coupling between the volume fraction and plastic slip parameters:
all interaction between the two phenomena was communicated strictly through the elastic
stress field, and influenced by the polycrystalline effect. With this baseline established,
however, we envision the anti-plane shear model being used to explore more complex kinetic
laws, including hardening and explicit coupling between plasticity and transformation, to
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Figure 7.1: Simulated Voronoi microstruture with non-transforming inclusions (green) for
anti-plane shear study. (Figure courtesy of D. Sun.)
gauge their relative effect on the macroscopic polycrystalline response.
Further, we note that the augmented Lagrangian solver implemented for the anti-
plane shear model is uniquely well-suited for handling materials with large contrasts in
elastic properties. A study is currently underway to investigate the effects of soft and rigid
non-transforming intragranular inclusions embedded in the polycrystal, varying the size,
distribution, and crystallographic alignment of asymmetric inclusions; one realization of
such a microstructure is shown in Figure 7.1.
Presently, efforts are underway to make direct comparison of the Split-Hopkinson Pres-
sure Bar simulations to published data for iron. Extracting the simulated incident, re-
flected, and transmitted pulses from the numerical simulations should allow for such a
comparison, and enable us to better determine the material parameters for the iron model.
Lastly, we have noted that the convexified potential, while exact for the setting of
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anti-plane shear, is only a lower bound for the actual energy potential that arises in the
generalized 3-D setting. Other bounds exist, with the upper bounds given by rank-1 or
laminate convexification seeming to be the most frequently explored. In the future, we
might consider tightening our lower bound approximation by investigating the polyconvex
envelope. Briefly, we wish to solve the problem,
min
F∈K
I[F], I[F] =
∫
Ω0
W (F)dX (7.1)
We require that I[F] be finite and bounded from below, and know a minimizing sequence
Fν ⇀ Fm exists if I[F] is weakly lower semi-continuous (w.l.s.c.); we know I[F] is w.l.s.c.
if W (F) is quasiconvex, i.e.
∀ ∇φ ∈ K :
∫
Ω0
W (F)dX ≤
∫
Ω0
W (F+∇φ)dX (7.2)
This is obviously true if W (F) is fully convex in F, and we have taken the convex envelope
W ∗∗(F) as our approximation. However, it is also true if W (F) is merely a convex function
of all the minors of F, that is
W (F) = g(M(F)) (7.3)
where g is a convex function of the vector M(F) = (F, cof(F),det(F)). Computing the
polyconvex envelope of the microscale potential has proven to be non-trivial, but we hope
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to make progress on this in the future.
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